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The Valley of the Four Winds

THE WIND DEMON
ON ORNATE
CHARIOT (TopJ

THE LORD OF THE SWAMPS
ON THRONE LITTER

ALTAR OF THE SWAMP

LORDS WITH VICTIMS
(Middle)

The exdtii^seriaBsedstory "The VeUey of the Few Winds"starts in fssm 8 (August) of yWte Dwarf megeane.

THE NEW COLOURED COVER CATALOGUE FOR 1978 and 1979 IS NOW AVAILABLE
UK — £1.15 postage paid OVERSEAS — £1.25 (PrintedPaper), £2.25 (Airmail)

FROM ALL LEADING MODEL SHOPS OR DIRECT FROM:

MINIATURE FIGURINES LIMITED
1-5 GRAHAM ROAD,
SOUTHAMPTON 802 OAX Telephone: 20855

OUR RETAIL SHOP IS AT

34NORTHAM ROAD

SOUTHAMPTON



HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE CAST MODELS

LICENSED MANUFACTURERS OF: HERITAGE U.S.A. DER KRIEGSPIELER U.S.A. BUGLE & GUIDON U.S.A.
VALIANT U.S.A.. SOLE IMPORTERS LABAYEN.

DER KRIEGSPIELER FANTASY
FIGURES OF LORE AND LEGEND

1409 White Goblins with short sword and spears (6)
1411 Wild wolves with axes, whips and spears (6)
1422 Evil men half breeds (8)
1436 Khan command 14)
1512 Flying Gargoyles with spears and swords 141

FRENCH DRAGOON

TROOPER 1815 1
This figure will be released
next month as a vignette
together with a cantiniere.

HERITAGE
FANTASY
1345 Goblins with spear and shield (8)
1350 Umberhulk(3)
1351 Minotaur (3)

£1.40 Ful/list available
Per Pack

^aliantD cTWiniatures
54mm and 90mm Collectors Figures

ONLY

£8.95
75/JBC9

FIGHTING SAIL1:2000 Scale
Ship o' the line rules available £5.80

5tardate:3QDD
Warfare on the Milky Way. Full list available.COMIN^G

MORE 15mnn, MORE FANTASY AND
A NEW 25mm SEVEN YEARS WAR
RELEASE

AND

Anytime now a release of the Horse Figure of the Year —
it's all complete, we're only fighting for room in our
spate of new items.

HAVE YOU TRIED OUR FIRST CLASS

DIRECT MAIL ORDER SERVICE?
Let the whole of the Hinchliffe range be available to you
anywhere in the country — 10% postal charge under £5
Orders above £5 Post Free. Write today.

7284
Cromwell IV 7285

Covenanter
7217

Pzkw35ST

AvaiUihNow! 15mm W.W.II Figures and Equipment
Send S.A.E. fqr List.

BOOK November 4th & 5th In your Diary

— NORTHERN MILITAIRE 78—
Bigger and brighter than ever with news of
our new National Competition and a chance
to meet and talk with the top designers in

the hobby — Our Designers!

REMEMBER! WE ARE THE ONLY COMPANY THAT DOES IT ALL from Super 90s down to the smallest
winged pixie — over 450 new releases this year alone — more than 3 per working day. Be someone in the hobby —
at least own our new up-to-date !ist20p plus 9p p&p.

HINCHLIFFE HANDBOOK E2.B0 plus 30p p&p. GUIDE TO WARGAMING £1.10

Our manufacturer in the U.S.A.— Heritage Models Inc., 9840Munro Drive, Building 106, Dallas, Texas.



METAL

MINIATURES

BPiR
23 GROVE ROAD

LEIGHTON BUZZARD

BEDS,. LU7 8SF

ANNOUNCES.

New Ranges of 20mm. W.W.II Figures,

British, U.S.A. & German.

ALSO

25mm. GAULS, Redesigned SAXONS.

" DRAGON MINIATURES"

15 Science Fiction Figures with space ship

Asterix Obelix & friends -

Based on these well known characters

Catalogues 20p. From Mail Order Office

20mm. Figures lOp. & IIP.
25mm. Figures lip Foot

25mm. Figures 26p Cavalry.
20p Science Fiction.

54mm. Figures £1-50.

i



N€TTINeHAM M€DEL SCLDIEI^ SECP
7 WOLLATON STREET.

NOTTINGHAM. QARRISON 25mm. figures
Telephone Nottm. 43457

CARTHAGE

Standard Bearer

Officer

Drummer

Citizen Spearman 1st Class in
reserve

Citizen Spearman 1st Qass
attacking
Citizen Spearman 2nd Class
Mercenary Balearic Slinger
Mercenary Cretan Archer
Mercenary Numidian Javelinmar
Libyan, unarmoured attacking
Spanish Scutaris
Gual Mercenary
Gallic Chief

Gallic Standard Bearer
Gallic Swordsman

Gallic Archer

Gaul in Reserve

Cavalry Officer
Standard Bearer

Cavalry, Armoured
Cavalry, Numidian
Cavalry, Spanish
Gallic Nobleman

Gallic Cavalry

War F.lephant with 3 crew

ASSYRIA
Officer with sword

Infantry, attaching
Infantry in reserve
Standard Bearer

Archer armoured

Archer unarmoured

Infantry, mail coat
Infantry, unarmoured
Slinger armoured
Slinger unarmoured
Infantry, mail coat, attacking
Infantry, unarmoured, in reserve
Cavalry Officer
Standard Bearer
Armoured Cavalry
Armoured Cavalry
Unarmoured Cavalry
Heavy chariot with 3 crew

SAXONS
HSl
HS2

Huscarl with dragon standard
Huscarl with spear and round
shield attacking
Iluscarl with sword and round

shield, attacking
Huscarl with two handed Danish

axe, attacking
Huscarl with two handed Danish

axe and slung shield
Huscarl with spear, kite shield and
javelins
Select l yrdman, mail shirt, round
shield and spear
Fyrdman with round shield and
spear

Fyrdman with kite shield and
club, attacking
Fyrdman with two handed Danish
axe

Fyrdman with throwing axe
Archer

GREECE

G1 Officer

G2 Standard Bearer
G3 Hoplite in reserve
G4 Hoplite attacking
G5 Trumpeter
G6 Peltast
G7 Slinger
G8 Archer

G9 Sythian Mercenary Archer
GIO Spartan Hoplite in reserve
G11 Spartan Hoplite attacking
GI2 Theban Hoplite attacking
G13 Peltast
G14 Theban Hoplite in reserve
GCl Cavalry Office
GC2 Standard Bearer
GC3 Cavalry, Corinthian helmet
GC4 Cavalry, Boeotian helmet
GC5 Cavalry, Attic helmet

ROMAN EMPIRE
REl Tribune

RE2 Centurion
RE3 Sifnifer

RE4 Comicer

RES Aquilifer
RE6 Legionary attacking
RE6A Legionary marching
RE7 Auxiliary attacking
RES Auxiliary Slinger
RE9 Auxiliary
REIO Auxiliary Asiatic Archer
RECl Cavalry Officer
REC2 Standard Bearer
REC3 Cavalry, armoured
REC4 Cavalry, leather armoured

ROMAN REPUBLIC
RRl Standard Bearer
RR2 Centurion

RR3 Trumpeter
RR4 Princepes
RR5 Haslati
RR6 Triari

RR7 Veleti
RRCl Officer
RRC2 Cavalryman
RRC3 Standard Bearer

PERSIA

PEl Officer
PE2 Standard Bearer

PE3 Immortal attacking
PE4 Infantry unarmoured
PE5 Immortal in reserve

PE6 Immortal firing bow
PE6A Shield for PE6
PE7 Infantry unarmoured in reserve
PE8 Infantry unarmoured. Javelin
PE9 Infantry firing bow
PF,9A Large shield for PE9
PEIO Infantry armoured, attacking
PEl 1 Phrygian attacking
PEl 2 Phrygian in reserve
PEl3 Phrygian, double headed axe
PECl Officer MTD
PEC2 Standard Bearer
PEC3 Cavalry unarmoured SP and SH
PEC4 Cavalry unarmoured SP and bow
PECS Cavalry unarmoured
PEC6 Clibanarius

PEC7 Camel, rider armoured
PECS Camel, rider unarmoined
S20 Sythed chariot, 2 crew

MEDIEVAL
MEl Knight, plumed basinet
ME2 Knight, basinet open
ME3 Knight, chapeau de fer
ME4 Knight with 2 Handed Sword
MES Knight with Mace and Chain
ME20 Knight with Poleaxe

MEN AT ARMS ON FOOT
ME6 Short spear and shield
ME7 Glave no shield
MES Battle axe and shield
ME9 Fiail
ME 10 Long Bowman firing bow
MEl 1 Long Bowman selecting arrow
MEl 2 Genoese Crossbowman

MEl3 Crossbowman readying cross bow
ME16 Scots Swordsman

MEl 7 Scots Axeman
MEIS Scots Spearman
ME 19 Infantry with Halberd

CAVALRY

MECl Knight, with lance.
MEC2 Knight with Sword
MEC3 Knight with battle axe
MEC4 Knight with mace
MEC5 Knight Bachelor
MEC6 Knight with Banner
MEC7 Knight with L. Banner
MEC9 Man at Arms
MECIO Crossbowman

NORMANS
Knight with kite shield and spear
overarm

Knight with kite shield and spear
underarm

Mailed Archer
Unarmoured Archer
Crossbowman
Italian .Mercenary, round shield and
spear

Italian Mercenary, kite shield and
spear

Knight with spear at rest
Knight with spear, overarm
Knight with spear, couched
Knight with spear, banner

MONGOLS (ll-12th c.)
Ml Korean Auxiliary Unarmoured
M2 Korean Auxiliary Armoured
M3 Miautse Spearman
M4 Officer

M5 Chinese Auxiliary Archer
MCl Cavalry with lance, armoured hse.
MC2 Cavalry firing bow
MC3 Cavalry with javelin
MC4 Uighur Lt. Cav.
MC5 Camel War Drummer
MC6 Khan

MC7 Sangmiau Crossbow Cavalry
MCS Sangmiau Spear Cavalry

Foot 13p
Cav 28p
Char. £1.20
Eleph. f4s30 /•tos'

All prices plus 10% postage and packing.



SKYTREX LTD
B

Microtanks 1/300th Modern 9p each
(unless priced otherwise)

AIM WARSAW PACT U.S.A.BRITAIN
DMB3 Chieftain (rotating turret)
DMB5 Centurion Mk 13

(rotating turret)
DMB5 Centurion AVRE

DMB6 Chieftain Bndgelayer 20p
DMB11 Scorpion
DMB14 Scimitar

DMB22 Fox Armoured Car

DMB23 Saladin Armoured Car
DMB24 Saracen ARC
DMB26 Spartan ARC
DMB27 Striker with Swingfire AT

missiles

DMB30 Abbot SRG

DM834 FV432 with Rarden Cannon

DMB35 FV430 with Swingfire AT
missiles

DMB36 ' 2 ton Land Rover'

DMB37 Stalwart Amphibious Truck
DMB38 Land Rover LWB ̂4 ton

DMB39 Land Rover 1 ton Truck

DMB40 Bedford 4 ton truck (4 V 4)
DMB41 Bedford MK 4 ton Truck (4x4)
DMB42 Stalwart Fuel Carrier

DMB50 FV432 with Wombat AT Gun

DMB5"i FV432 with 81mm Mortar

DMB52 Rapier AA Launcher on
tracked chassis

DM853 Cymberline Mortar Locator
Unit

yKfMri/300th
U.S. ARMOURED TANK
TRANSPORTER 25p

ANTAR TANK TRANSPORTER
20p

T70MBT(1976)^
T62 \
PT76 / rotating
ZSU57/SPAA I 'urret
T54 ^
BTRBOpRB ARC
BTR40p with Swatter Missiles
BMR76RB ARC

BTR50 ARC

SAM 6, Tracked AA Rocket
Launcher

SAM 9. Low Level AA Rocket
Launcher

122mm S.R. Gun (1976)
UAZ 469 Jeep
BRDM-2 Armoured Car
BRDM-2 with Sagger AT
Missiles

T55 Dozer

T55 Mine Clearer

BM21 Rocket Launcher
ZSU 23-4 SPAA
URAL 375D 4V2 ton Truck
(6x6)
T55 A.R.V.

URAL (6x6) Refuelling Truck

GERMAN

DMG5 Leopard 2AV
DMG6 Leopard A1
DMG20 Jagdpz Kanone
DMG28 Jagd. Panzer Rakote
DMG29 Marder A P.C.

M48A2 I

M60A2 / turret
M60 Dozer

Sheridan

M41 Light Tank
Ml 13 ARC

Ml 13 with Recoilless AT Gun

Ml 10 mm SP Howitzer

M107 175mm S.R G.

Ml 14 Recce

M109 155mm S.R.G.

Lance Surface to Surface
Tactical Missile on Tracked

Launcher

. M577A1 Command Vehicle

t M548 Tracked Cargo Vehicle
I M548 with Hawk AA Missiles

M561 Gama Goat 1 Va ton

Truck

: M36 2V2 ton Truck (6x0)
1 M49 Petrol Tanker

I Commando Arm d Car

FRENCH

DMF1 AM13 with 105mm Gun

DMF3 AMX13 with Hot Missiles
DMF4 AMX30 MBT

DMF10 AMX10RARC

DMF11 AMX10C Support
DMF12 AMX 10RC Armoured Car

DMF13 AMXIO with Hot Missiles

DMF15 AMX30 with Roland AA

Missiles

DMF16 GCT 155mm SR Gun

1/200th = Smm ACTION 200 - NEW ADDITIONS
U.S.A.

M3 Stuati

M18 Hellcat

Jeep

AEC Armoured Car

Russian

BalOM Armoured Car

Katyuska Rocket Launcher

British

Priest 8.P.G.

Bishop S.P.G.

German

SIG 33150mm S.P.G.

Berge Panther

MAIL ORDER ADDRESS

28, BROOK STREET
WYMESWOLD,

LEICESTERSHIRE.'

AIRWARGAMES
AIR BATTLES IN MINIATURE 1939 - 45

by M. Spick (hardback) £4.95

The above book is a must for any wargamer involved with aircraft
sections on combat, performance, air campaigning, night fighting
igned for 1/300th aircraft.

Our AIR 300 RANGE Is ideal In detail and size.

It includes

and is des-

P38 Lightning
162 Sturmovik

JuBS

Ju 188-E-1

Do 17z

He III

Ju52

OFS 230 Glider

Horsa Glider

Hotspur Glider
Lancaster

B17E Fortress

B24G Liberator

Halifax I

8268 Marauder

VI Flying Bomb

15p
20p
20p
20p

20p
20p

25p
25p
20p
20p

20p
25p

2Sp
30p
30p
30p

Leicester 7Sp

La 5

Me 110

Me 410

Ju87B Stuka

Me 262

Fw 189A-2 Recce

Hs 129 Ground Attack

Mosquito
Typhoon

Thunderbolt

Corsair

Beaufighter

Pe2 Light Bomber
114 Medium Bomber

DCS Dakota

Wellington

Also available Aerial Warfare Rules

Me 109

Fw 190 A3

Spitfire V
Spitfire IX
Hurricane

Defiant

Gladiator II

Mustang
Buffalo

P40E Kittyhawk
Zero

Hayate

Hien

Yak 9

116 Rata

MiG3

ACCESSORIES PACK containing bombs, rockets, disposable tanks, etc, 50p

arclaycard & Access Orders
Welcome

Telephone Loughborough 213789

POSTAGE & PACKING

UK., BFPO, 10% OF ORDER VALUE
(Minimum lOp)

EEC - 10% OF ORDER VALUE

(Minimum 20p)

OVERSEAS - 30% OF ORDER VALUE

(Minimum 50p)

Goods will be despatched by the fastest ipethod
within the money allowed postage.

Our new Summer 1978 lists are now available.

Send a stamped self-addressed envelope
plus a 15p postal order.

NEW PUBLICATIONS
ARMIES OF THE CRUSADES

by Wargames Research Group £3.85
MUSKETEER RULES

by Dave Millward £1.05
WESTERN GUNFIGHT RULES

(Skytrex) 65p
Pack of 6 Gunfighters 60p

RENAISSANCE ARMY LISTS

by Wargames Research Group 90p

LAND BATTLE RULES
3000B.C. to1250A.D. (W.R.G.) £1-30
Ancient Army Lists (W.R.G.) 70p
Ancient Wargames Guide (Airfix) £1.60
Gladiatorial Combat Rules (Paragon) 85p
Symwar Caesars Conquests 85p
Wars of the Roses - Medieval (Decalset) 70p
15(X)-1600 2nd edition (Birmingham) 70p
Napoleonic (L.W.S.) 60p
Napoleonic Rules for 1/300 scale (G. W. Jeffery) 60p
1685-1845 (W.R.G.) £1-30
'Voltigeur' Napoleonic Rules (D. Millward) £1.05
American Civil War (Airfix hardback) £1.60
W.W.I Land Rules (Skytrex) 7Sp
W.W.II Rules (No. 1 Wargames Command) 90p
Armour/Infantry Action 1925-1950 £1.00
Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces W.W.II (Skytrex) 65p
SymwarW.W.II Rules £1.05
Symwar Modern Rules £1.05
Symwar Maps 55p each
1960 -1975 Armour/Infantry (W.R.G.) £1.30
W.W.II Rules - basic (M. Philpott & R. Thompson) 25p
Roman Chariot Racing 95p
Renaissance Rules (W.R.G.) £1.30
Airfix Napoleonic Wargaming (hardback) £1.60
Middle Earth Fantasy Rules £1.05
Western Gunflght Rules (Skytrex) 65p
Renaissance Army Lists (W.R.G.) 90p

PUBLICATIONS
Napoleon's Campaigns in Miniature (hardback) £4.95
Armies and Enemies of Ancient Egypt
and Assyria £2.80

Armies and Enemies of Ancient China £3.50

Armies of the Greek and Persian Wars £2.80
Armies of the Macedonian and Punic Wars £1.80

Armies and Enemies of Imperial Rome £2.80
Armies of the Dark Ages £3.50
Armies of Feudal Europe 1006-1300 £3.86
Wargames Campaigns £1.90
Bifrost Fantasy Campaigns £2.95
Bifrost Volume 2 Combat (2.2S

TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE

1 Western Desert (hardback) £3.95
2 Russian Campaign (hardback) £3.95
3 Tank Battles Western Front (hardback) £3.95
4 Mediterranean Campaign (hardback) £3.95
5 Air Battles in Miniature (hardback) £4.95

MINIFIGS SKYTREX (U.K.) LTD.
13 GILLINGHAM ST., LONDON. SW1.

ISO yds from Victoria Station

Masaiva stocks. Open Mon-Sat 11.30-5.30.

NO MAIL ORDER AT THIS ADDRESS.



HEROICS and ROS FIGURES
rules by M. Greenan. £1.05 post free.

Specialists in 1/300th scale. Heroics & Ros Figures are manufactured in high Fantastic value includes fast moving,
quality tin-iead alloy. They are not the same as any other maker's tanks. Try accurate combat for Armour, Infantry
some and see the difference! Send s.a.e. for new full list of items available. and Ground Attack in 1:300 scale.

WORLD WAR II MICRO-AFVs at 12p each. —
German

Panzer II B
Panzer II F
Panzer II Flamm
Wespe
Lynx
Panzer IIIJ
Panzer III M
Panzer III N

StuGIIIG
Panzer IV D
Panzer IV F1
Panzer IV F2
Panzer IV H
StuG IV

Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel
Nashorn
Panzer 38(t)
MarderlliSd139
Marder Mi H
Hetzer
Panther D
Panther G

Jagdpanther
Tiger I E early
Tiger I E late
Tiger II Porsche
Tiger II Henschel
Jagdtiger
Elefant
Brummbaer
Sturmtiger
Hanomag Sd 251 /IB
Hanomag Sd 251 /ID —

late version

Sd251/10 + 3.7Pak
Sd 251/16Flamm
Sd 251 rocket launcher
Arm'd Maultier Rocket

Launcher
Sd250

Sd 250/9 a/c
BIV Funklenpanzer

Ostwind AA

Wirbelwind AA
Opel Blitz
Opel Blitz with office body
Opel Maultier softskin
Kubelwagen (6p)
Schwimmwagen (6p)
BMW + sidecar (6p)
Bussing Nag truck
flaupenschlepper Ost
SdKfz 222

SdKfz231
SdKfz 234/1
SdKfz 234/2 Puma
Protz tractor
Kettenkrad{6p)
SdKfz 10
SdKfz 11
SdKfz 7
3.7 Flak on SdKfz 7

Flakvierling on Sd 7
Pak 35/36 + crew
Pak 38 + crew
Pak 38 + crew
Pak 40 + crew
Pak 43/41 + crew
Pak 43 on cruciform trail
+ crew

7.62 Pak 36 {r) + crew
10.5 cm howitzer + crew
15 cm howitzer + crew
17 cm howitzer + crew
8.8 Flak 37 + crew
7.5 cm G36 mountam
gun + crew

7.5cm infantry gun
15cm inf. gun + crew
Nebelwerfer + crew
Karl tracked mortar {15p}
German standing gun
crew separately (8p)

German kneeling gun
crew separately (iop)

Mountain crew

separately (lOp)
Rommel personality set

with Rommel, staff
officer, despatch riders
and half-track (25p)

Me 109G(15pl
Fw190D(15p)
Ju87B{15p)"
Ms 129(15p)
MeBf n0(15p)
Me410{15p)
Fw189(15p)
DFS 230 glider (15p)
Gotha glider (30p)
Me 163

BR57 Armoured
Locomotive (50p}

Armoured wagon with
10.5cm in turret and
3.7 Flak (30p)

Panzer 38{t) on flat car
(30p},

Flat car for mine defence
Panzerdraisine rail patrol

trolley
Straight track
Curved track
Do217E(25p)
Ju 52 (5Pp)
Me262{15p)

USSR

BT-7
T34/76B

T34/760
T34/85
KV1

KV2

SU85
SU 100
T28

T35{15p)

JSII
JSIII
ISU 122
ISU 152
T-26B

BA-10
BA-32
BA-64

T-70
GAZ-AAA
GAZ-60

JAG-12
GAZ-67(6p)
Katyusha on Studebaker
Katyusha on GAZ
M42 45mm AT + crew
M41 57mm AT + crew
M44 100 mm AT + crew
M39 76.2mm field gun
+ crew

M3i/37 122mmfield gun
+ crew

M38 152mm howitzer +
crew

M31 203mm tracked
howitzer + crew

Russian standing artillery
crew separately (lOp)

Russian kneeling artillery
crew separately (10p)

57mm AT on Komsomlets
SU76
SU-37-1AA
Komsomlets

Stalinets
GAZ-AAA + quad AA
Polikarpov 1-16 t15p}
11-2 Sturmovik (12p)
Pe-2 (15p)
Yak-9(15p)
La-5(15p)
MiG-3|15p)
Russian Arrhoured
locomotive I50p)

Armoured wagon with
T34 turret {30p)

Flat car
Straight track
Curved track

UNITED KINGDOM
Tetrarch
Honey
Grant
Sherman M4A1
Sherman Firefly
Matilda
Valentine II

Valentine IX

Archer

Bishop
Churchill III

Churchill SBG bridge-
layer

Churchill AVRE
Churchill Crocodile
Churchill ARK

Ram Kangaroo
Churchill Carpet Layer
Deacon
Scorpion Flail
A9
A10
A13

Crusader II
Crusader III
Cromwell

Comet
Challenger
Sherman Crab
Sherman DD

Marmon Harrington
Humber Armoured car
Daimler Scout Car
Daimler Armoured Car
Universal Carrier
Sexton
Wasp flame-thrower

ACV Dorchester
ACVAEC

Crusader AA Mk 1
Crusader AA Mk 2

2 pdr. portee on Chevrolet
6 pdr. + crew
2 pdr. crew
17 pdr + crew
25 pdr. limber & crew
5.5 in howitzer + crew

7.2 in howitzer + crew
Bofors 40mm AA gun
Morris 6x4 Bofors tractor

Quad Tractor
Scammel tractor
Bedford QL

Ford (Canada) 15cwt
truck

Chevrolet 15 cwt.
Chevrolet 3 ton
Bedford OL with office

body
Bedford OY 3 ton GS

Chevrolet Petrol Tanker

Scammel Tank

Transporter
British kneeling

artillerymen separately
(lOp)

British standing
artillerymen separately
(lOp)

Spitfire IX dSp)
Hurricane II (15p)
Mosquito FBVt{15p)
Typhoon IB(15pi
Horsa (50p)
Hamilcar(50p)

USA

M3 Stuart
M5 Stuart
M24Chaffee

M18 Hellcat
M4A3 Sherman
M4A3E2
M4A3E8
M4A1 dozer

M10

M36

M26 Pershing
M7B1 priest
M12 155mm SP

M3 half-track
T19 105mm GMC
M3 75mmGMC
Jeep (6p)
LVT Buffalo
Greyhound MS
Studebaker IVt ton truck
Sherman Calliope
Weasel

M4 High Speed Tractor
Dodge Weapons Carrier
DUKW
Studebaker Gasoline

Truck
White Scout Car I
3 in AT gun + crew I
75mm Pack howitzer + j
crew I

105mm howitzer *■ crew
155mm Long Tom + crew
Ml 6 SPAA
American artillery crew

standing separately(IOp)
P51D MustangllBp)
P47D Thunderbolt |15p)
P40EKittyhawk(15p)

ITALIAN
Ml 3/40
Semovente 75
CV L6/40
Semovente 47/32
47/32 AT gun & crew
Fiat G50 Bis (15p)

Ros Micro-AFV's and modern period micro-tanks are
12p except where marked.

Heroics Figures in 1/300th scale ^re 70 pence per
pack of 50 infantry, 20 cavalry or 6 guns.

MODERN PERIOD MICRO-TANKS

We regret very much that continuing increases in costs
have made it necessary to increase our prices.

1/300th SCALE FiGU RES 70 pence packs.

SOVIET
T-72 Tank
T-62 Tank
T-55Tank
T-55 dozer
T-55 mine clearer
T-10M tank
PT-76 light tank
BMP-76(BMP-1)
BTR-40P with Swatter
BTR-60P9 APC
BRDM-2APC
BRDM-2 with Sagger
ASU-85SPgun
UAZ-469jeep
BM-21 Rocket
Launcher
ZSU-23 4SPAA
ZSU-57-2SPAA
D-30 122mfn howitzer

+ crew

M55 152mm howitzer
+ crew

M55 100mm AT gun +
crew

BTR-50APC
BMD Par^troop APC
BM • 14 towed rocket

launcher ♦ crew
GAZ-69jeep
URAL-375 truck
SA-6 Gainful AA missile
SA-9 Gaskin AA missile
SA-2 Guideline AA

missile
M1974122mmSPG
ASU-57SPATgun
GAZ-69 * Recoilless

rifle
FROG-7 artillery missile

on launcher truck
MiG-17
MiG-19(15p)
MiG-21 {15p)
MiG-23(30p)

MiG-25 Foxbat(30p)
Su-7(15p)
Su-9(30p)
Su-1 5 (30p)
yak-28(30p)
Mi-8 Hip (30p)
Mi-24Hind(30p)

USA
M60A1 tank
M60A2 tank
M48A2 tank
M551 Sheridan light

tank
M60A1 dozer
MIISAPC
M113-*- recoiiiess rifle
M113 + T0WAT

missile
M163VulcanSPAA
M730 Chaparral SPAA

missile system
M106 mortar carrier
Ml 14 recce vehicle
M72B Combat

Engineer Vehicle
Ml 10 SP howitzer
M107 SP howitzer
M109 SP howifzer
Commando armoured

car

XR311 High mobility
wheeled carrier + TOW

M41 Walker Bulldog
light tank

M42 Ouster SPAA
M546 tracked carrier
Honest John missile on

launcher truck
Hawk AA missiles on

M548 launcher
M577 command

vehicle
Dragon light AT missile

set of three

Huev Cobra gunship
(30p)

Bell Iroquois (30p)
Skyhawk(15p)
F104 Starfighter (25p)
F4 Phantom <3.5p)"
F111E ISOp)
F14A Tomcat (30p)
F15Eagle{25p)

ISRAEL
Super Sherman

SWEDEN
S-tank
1 kv-91 light tank

UNITED KINGDOM
Chieftain
Centurion
Centurion AVRE
FV432 APC
FV438 Swingfire

launcher
FV432 + mortar
FV432+Wombat
FV432 + Rarden
FV432 + Cymbeline

radar
Chieftain Bridge Layer

(20p)
Abbot SPG
Saladin armoured car
Saracen APC
Fox armoured car
Ferret armoured car
Ferret 2/6 AT missile

carrier
Scorpion light tank
Scimitar light tank
Striker light AT missile

carrier
Spartan light APC
Rapier AA missile

Jaguar(15p)
Harrier (15p)
Buccaneer(30p)

GERMAN
Leopard A1
Leopard A2
Leopard A4
Marder MICV
Gepard SPAA
Jagdpanzer Rakete

missile carrier
Jagdpanzer Kanone SP

AT gun
Spz-n-2APC
Spz-12-3APC
Milan light AT missile

set of three

FRENCH
AMX-30 lank
AMX-13 light tank
AMX-13 + SS11 AT

missiles
AMX-13*H0T

missiles
AML H-90 armoured

car

EBR-75 arrouured car
AMX-30 155mm

howitzer
AMX-30 Roland AA

missile launcher
AMX-10APC
AMX-10* HOT AT

missiles
Jeep with Entac AT

missiles
Milan light AT missile

launcher (set of 3)
Mirage IllCfl 5p)
Jaguar(15p)

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD
MFN17 Napoleonic Marshals
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC GUARD
UNITS
MFN5 Grenadiers of the Old Guard
MFN20 Chasseurs a Pled of the Guard
MFN7 Horse Grenadiers
MFN11

RUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MRN1 Grenadiers
MRN5 PavtovGuard
MRN2 Jagers skirmishing
MRN3 Cuirassiers
MRNS Cossacks
MRN4 Artillery

Chasseurs a Chdval of the Guard BAVARIAN UNITS
MFN2 Polish Lancers of the Guard MGN1 Bavarian Infer
MFN8 Foot Artillery of the Guard POLISH UNITS
MFN9 Horse Artillery of the Guard MWNI Polish Infantry
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC LINE UNITS MFN2 Lancers
MFN1 SPANISH NAPOLine Grenadiers
MFN14 Fr. Line Fusiliers
MFN4 Voltiguers skirmishing
MFN16 Fr Carabiniers
MFN10 Cuirassiers
MFN19 Line Dragoons
MFN6 Chasseurs a Cheval of the Line
MFN12 Hussars
MFNt3 Lancers of the Line
MFN3 Foot Artillery
MFN15 Fr. Gun Teams
MFN18 Fr Wagons and Teams
BRITISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MBN16 Wellington & Generals
MBN1 British Infantry
MEN? British Line infantry Light Co.
MSN 14 British Light Infantry
MBN15 British Light lnfar>try skirmishing SRI
M8N5 Highlanders ^ SR2
.MBN6 Highlanders skirmishing
MBN4 Riflemen SR4
MBN17 Household Cavalry USR
MBN2 Dragoons USR
M0N8 Scots Greys
MBNIOBritish Hussars MOI
MBNt 1 Brit. Lt Dragoons Ml
MBN9 Horse Artillery M2
MBN3 FootArtillery
MBN12Bnt GunTesms M3
MBN13Brit Wagons M4
PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MPN1 Musketeers ANC
MPN2 Jagers skirmishing ROM
MPN3 Dragoons MAR
MPN5 Prussian Uhlans MAR
MPN4 Artillery MAR
AUSTRIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS MAR
MAN1 Austrian Musketeers MAR
MAN2 Austrian Grenadiers MAR
MANS Austrian Jagers skirmishing MAR
MAN4 Austrian Cuirassiers MAR
MANS Austrian Artillery MAR

LEONIC UNITS
MSN1 Spanish Musketeers
MSN2 Spanish Grenadiers
MSN3 Spanish Musketeers skirmishing
MSN4 Spanish Dragoons
SECOND WORLD WAR
GR1 German Infantry
GR2 German Infantry Support

Weapons
GR3 German Paratroops
GR4 German World War II cavalry
GR5 AfrikaKorps
SRI British Infantry
BR2 British Infantry Support

Weapons
BR3 British Paratroops
8R4 6th Army
SR1 Russian Infantry
SR2 Russian Infantry Suppon

Weapons
SR4 Russian World War II cavalry
USR1 United States Infantry
USR2 United States Infantry Support

Weapons
MODERN PERIOD
Ml NATO Infantry
M2 NATO Infantry Support

Weapons
M3 Warsaw Pack Infantry
M4 Warsaw Pack Infantry Support

Weapons
ANCIENT PERIOD
ROMANS
MAR1 Roman Legionaires
MAR2 RomBr^aattacking
MAR3 Roman Light Infantry
MAR4 Asiatic Archer
MARS Roman Cavalry
MAR6-V Roman War Engines
MAR7 Praetorian Guard

E

MARIOLate Period Legionaires
MAR 11 Late Period Heavy Cavalry
MAR 12 Roman Generals Tribunes
MAR 13 Late Period

Legionaries attacking
BYZANTINES
MAS 1 Byzantine Heavy Infantry
MAB2 Byzantine Armoured Cavalry
MAB3 Byzantine Heavy Cavalry
MAB4 Byzantine Light Cavalry
MA85 Byzantine Horse Archers
MAB6 Byzantine Foot Archers
BARBARIANS
MA11 Dacian Infantry (includes

spearmen, rnomphiae,
archers, etc.)

MA 12 Visigothic Infantry
MAI 3 Hun Cavalry
MA14 Gothic Cavalry
MAI 5 Sarmatian Cataphracts
MAI 6 Ancinnt British Chariot
MAI 7 Ancient British Infantry
MA18 Ancient British Cavalry
MAI 9 Arab Camelry

(Seleucid-PalmyranI
MAF1 Gaulish infantry
MAF2 Gaulish Cavalry
GREECE
MAGI Greek City Hoplites
MAG2 Successor Phalanx
MAG7 Phodian Slingers
MAG6 Cretan Archers
MAGS Greek Cavalry
MAGS Successor Cavalry
MAG4 War Elephants
MAG8 Spartan Hoplites
MAGS Pellasts
MAGIOMacedonian Hypaspists
MAGI I Thrscian Light Cavalry
PERSIANS
MAPS Persian Immortals
MAP2 Persian Archers
MAP3 Persian Spearmen
MAP4 Persian Horse Archers
MAPS Mounted Persian Spearmen
MAP7 Persian Armoured Cavalry
MAPI Persian Chariots
MAPS Persian Scythed Chariots
SAS5ANIDS
MAS1 Sessanid Levy Spearmen
MAS2 Sassanid Archers
MAS3 Sassanid Clibinarllqu-'ssSmgularis Guard Cavalry mAS4 Sassanid Cataphracts

MAR9 Western Auxiliary Archers WAS5 Sassanid Light Cavalry
MASS Sassanid ElephaRts

Postage & Packing: UK: minimum 20p, 10% in £ up to £5, over £5: 40p
only.
Europe 20%, Surface mail worldwide 20% of value of order.
Airmail USA 8- Canada 40%. Australia & New Zealand 50%
£1 = lOOp = US$1.86approx Telephone: 01-650 6517

HEROICS and ROS FIGURES

MAIL ORDER
Goods are offered subject to availability. Please give some alter
natives. Every effort will be made to fulfil first choices.
We accept ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD. BANKAMERICARD.
CHARGEX and MASTERCHARGE. Just send your card number.
Mail Order Address: DEPT M4

P.O. Box 26, Rectory Road, BECKENHAM, Kent
BR31HA, England.
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NEWSLETTER
Editor: Donald Featherstone

SEPTEMBER 1978

EDITORIAL

So many people tell me that the
first thing they turn ito in the News
letter is this Editorial to see whom I
am having a go at, what swords are being
crossed with whoever it might be, which
crusade is occupying my mind at the
moment, etc., etc. With that knowledge
it is tempting when, as on this particu
lar occasion, I have nothing specific
about which to write, to work myself up
into a state of quite unjustifiable in
dignation about some real or fancied
grievance, to magnify into a boiling
issue and, in other words to act like
one of today's politicians or popular
journalists. But I am steadfastly fight
ing off this temptation, allowing my mind
to be taken up with trivia not unconnected
with wargaming. For example, I recently
had a narrow escape from an embarrassing
situation when I almost bought a beauti-?

MAXIM AUTOMATIC MAC

600rpm. Belt feed.

-..y- iqq-5_;|. Calibre .45in

(N AT IONAL ARM'f MUSEUM)

ur:?r?udorhL:ert^ T^T,ernTslTlut Without sufficient room for wargaming unless I used a massive
cellar downstairs. This ancient stone walled area was far larger than my ;:'®^S^®®%^°°"'their
would no doubt be hailed with great delight by numerous warpmers who are not so lucky Jheir
own room - the only snag, apart from having to wargame in artificial light throughout winter and
summer was that I would have had to either restrict all my ^ of
inches and below or else guarantee them all treatment for cervical slipped discs
each session' As some of my favourite wargamers are tall lads, it was a minor relief when
factors decided us against purchasing the property: Or, how about the recent return to the wargaming
fold of my son Peter who had departed from our ranks a year or so ago because our rules were too
simple and our affable method of fighting liable to blunt his bellicosity when "^^gaming against other
intense teenagers. Me was tempted back by a massive master-minded Napoleonic campaign-style afto
with Napoleon and the French in Italy fighting the Austrians- each side about ^0 squadron
of cavalry apiece, plus horse artillery and with 30 infantry regiments or so
map marchine steadily towards the scene. Massed battles rather appeal to my son but he still left
that our method of deciding that all-jimportant question of morale was hardly up ®^7our
methods provided by such as the Wargames Research Group. This was solved « simple
present system of recording a score on a 20-sided percentage dice tied f^is
throwing a PAIR of 20-sided dice and allowing the thrower to choose the highest 0" P^P®^
seems as if nobody will ever rout, falter or disgrace themselves - but it
throws two 2s, two Is or even two noughts' And what else has happened - oh yes last Satur^^^^ _
ing I 'phoned up my fellow wargamer Ken Chapman who lives in a small village just outside Salisbury
he^as Lt and Le'^of his sons answered the phone (apparently back staying for f
baldlv announced that he and his brother were "re-fighting Waterloo again" - we got no further and I
am still wondering whether it was some gigantic battle with miniatures or a boardgame that- was occupy
ing them - or it may have been a reconstruction of an immortal all-night solo affair fought on the
floor of the Wellington Hotel situated exactly at the Quatre Bras crossroads at Waterloo in Belgium
when Lofty Corbett of our party, using the large fold-up map of the battlefield and ®
plastic Napoleonic Starlux bandsmen he had bought that afternoon in Brussels, he
until Lylight showed. He said it was very satisfying too but I have always been convinced that he
does not hold his drink as well as he claims: Wargames are appearing everywhere these days the
other evening after a dinner of the Wessex Military Dining Club we all dashed off for a midnight
Trade show of the film "The Four Feathers" which had its credits backed by a Napoleonic wargame with
a hand moving what were obviously painted 25mm figures. Sitting in front of Neville Dickinson s
(of Miniature Figurines) claims that they were HIS figures was somewhat quelled when right at the
end a French cuirassier was lifted up to reveal that characteristically cLaloSe of
Models: Quite probably it was a mixture of both makes: Then I noticed that the latest catalogue of
Patrick Stephens the publishers has a beautifully coloured background picture of a wargame and it
says much for the standard of today's modelling and painting that once whenever ^
figures in photographs I immediately thought they belonged to Peter
being fooled with other people's armies of seemingly the same high standard
graphed). Well, I haven't argued with anybody, nor raised any issues, nor split al lance with a
single foe - hope you are not disappointed:

D.F.FEATHERSTONE.



GTOJS; GUNS! GUNS!

DESCRIPTION OF A GUN

Vulcan Degat me, Minerva me taught,
Nature my mother, craft nourish'd me year hy year; . .. ,,

Three bodies are my food, my strength is in nought; ' ^
Anger, wrath, waste, and noise are my children dear; '

Guess, friend, what I am, and how I am wrought,
Monster of sea, or of land, or of elsewhere:

Know me and use me, and I may thee defend,
And if I he thine enemy, I may thy lefe end.

Sir Thomas Wyatt (1503-15^2)

SAINT BARBARA, THE PATRON SAINT OF GUNNERS ,i

How Saint Barbara became the Patron Saint of all

Gunners, especially in France, does not appear. She
is also said to extend her special protection to
armourers and gunsmiths - which may be said to include
the Royal Ordnance Corps - as well to those persons
who have a special terror of being struck by lightn
ing. She seems to have lived at Nicomedia, now known
as Ismid, on the Sea of Marmora, and falling in love
with a young man, who apparently converted her to
Christianity, her father who strongly disapproved of
the lover, shut her up in a tower, and when he dis
covered that she had become a Christian, he, being a
very stern parent, simply ended matters by chopping
her head off. This accounts for her saintship, •asss
since she had earned it by martyrdom, but where her ~ -
connection with guns and gunners comes in is not apparent.

Still, she is said to intercede for all gunners, whether they exercise their art by land or sea.
In the old French Navy the gun-room was always called the "St.Barbe", and the name may be found with
the meaning attached to it in practically all dictionaries. Moreover, in pre-RevoIution times her
effigy was to be seen in all French Arsenals and Magazines. In France, too, the fire brigades also
claim Saint Barbe as their patron saint.

ooOoo

A cannon to shoot downward; it is placed on a declining carriage, an axle with cords winds it
backward or forward, and when the cannon comes to the further end, a circle of lead is round its
mouth.

ooOoo

A TABLE OF SIXTEENTH CENTURY ORDNANCE

The figures of this table have been compiled from several
authorities, whose figures not infrequently vary considerably.
It must be remembered that all these cannon were made or cast
by hand, and in various places, so that the exactitude of modern
machine-made weapons cannot be expected. An inch or two of
difference in dimensions or a pound or two in weight must have
been the rule rather than the exception in any attempt to
classify these old specimens of the gunmakers' art. The one
general rule seems to have been that the ball was made a quarter
of an inch less in diameter than the bore of the gun for which

it was intended. As for the few ranges occasionally given, they must be accepted with diffidence,
especially those given as 'point blank'. But probably 2000 yards would be fairly correct as the ex
treme range of the larger classes of cannon.

Length Weight Weight Weight of Point Blank Extreme
of shot Powder Range Range.

Double Cannon, Carthcun, Cannon
Royal, or Basilisk

Whole Cannon

Cannon Spurious or Bastard (a
shorter gun)

Demi-Cannon

Cannon Petro

Whole Culverin



Demi Culverin

Culverln Spurious or Bastard

Saker or Sacre

Minion

Falcon

Falconet

Serpentine

RoBinet

Base or Passe-volant

5i 5i 360

H 3^0

3 3i 320

2 2 280

Arquebus a Croc A heavy musket, with shoulder-piece on a pivot, to which it could
be attached by a hook on the gun.

ooOoo

MY NAPOLEONIC ARTILLERY METHODS

FORMATION; GUN TEAM - At the commencement of each new game
a team consists of the following:-

Gun (Howitzer or Field gun)
Limber (Full, ten rounds)
Horse Team

Crew of Five (actually firing)
On the move appropriate crews

OFFICERS; At least one officer per two guns, guns may be
formed into Bts of any number of mixed types up to six guns,

WAGONS: Any number of wagons each carrying 20 rounds per
wagon.

POINTS VALUES: Points

Officer

Gunner

Horses (each)
Limber (full)
Limber (empty
Rounds

Wagon (full)
Wagon (empty)

SPEED OF MOVEMENT: Horse Artillery - 18 inches: Foot Artillery - 6 inches
*Rough ground obstacles - Half speed.

* Rivers, Hills, Broken ground, not fields or flat terrain.

MOVEMENT GENERAL: At start of game gun is complete with crew. All moves are taken from trunnions on
gun if gun moves complete or by itself, from lead horse if limber only or wagon. Guns may move in
dependently. All guns fire twice per game moves unless a split move.

GAME MOVES: Straight Move

Split Move

Gun is moved measured distance, or fires twice.
Gun moved part of distance and fires once.

For the gun to fire twice, the gun must have been set up in previous move.

FIRING GENERAL: Gun must not have less than two crew, be in position within one inch of gun. Limber
not more than three inches away from gun. Gun be pointing in direction of target a A5 degree angle
is allowed. Peg board set up. If firing from behind own troops it must be 8 inches clear at least,
k inches if gun positioned above heads of own troops, or if howitzer is used.

FIRING SEQUENCE: a. Nominate target. b. Declare type of shot. c,. Estimate range,
d. Check range (muzzle to target). e. Work out hits.

TYPES OF SHOT: Field Gun - Solid ball (black pins blue pins)
Grape (pink pins)
Canister (yellow & white pins)

Howitzer - Shrapnel (silver pins)
Explosive (green & red pins)

RANGE OF FIRING: All guns fire at a maximum of 1000 yds. For the purpose of measurement on the
"Table" 1000 yds equals 1000mm.

DEVIATION RULE: All rounds other than canister and grape may deviate from line of fire. The devia-
tion is up to 50mm either side of target from muzzle to maximum range this is decided as follows:-



POINTS ON DICE

1

2

3
k

5 & 6

DEVIATION

50mm left
25mm left
50mm right
25mm right
Direct hit.

FIELD GUN FIRING - Solid Shot: Because of its shallow trajectory the round will penetrate in depth
horizontally. The maximum depth depends on range fired, penetration decreasing as range increases.

Method - For a lOOOmm allow 10 inches penetration.
Gun fires 750mm this equals l\ inches the round penetrates 2^ inches.
Gun fires 900mm equally 9 inches the round penetrates 1 inch.
Gun fires 250mm the round penetrates inches.

Troops in direct line of fire are counted as hits. Saving throw is used.

Canister and Grape: Using triangles, small for canister large for grape, place
point on muzzle, all enclosed or touched are hits, saving throw used. Used against cover only those
exposed hit if walls, houses, etc., if cover is light, hedges, light barricades, etc., then count
half of score odds not to count to the lowest even score.

FIRING HOWITZER - Shrannel Shell: Range and fire as normal, when target hit place large ring with
its centre over fall of shot, all within or touched are hits, saving throw used, if troops behind
cover only those exposed are hit.

Explosive Shell - As for shrapnel shell, use small ring, no saving throw.

Bombarding: (Howitzer). For bombarding buildings, etc., a points system is used. At start of game
players allot each building a number of points. One dice is thrown for every shot fired exclusive of
dice for normal firing. When number of points for a particular building is reached it is destroyed,
those inside are thrown for by saving throw.

Breaching^: For walls a width of \\ inches is required, for every ̂  inch six points are needed - dice
scores can be added to obtain the necessary total. For penetrating in depth a second dice is thrown
(different colour). Six points for each \ inch. For walls less than \ inch five or six points breach
the wall, shots must land within 50mm of spot nominated for breaching.

Firing at Gun and Crew: Crew can be hit as for infantry, a six must be thrown to destroy gun. If any
of the crew are hit the rate of fire decreases as follows:-

5  - Fire as normal
3/A - Every two moves
2  - Every third move
1  - Gun may not fire

Infantry can be used in lieu but at least one gunner must be in attendance. Gun can be moved by
infantry if no team present at normal infantry speed.

Wagons and Limbers: Wagon can be destroyed by a score of 1-3 if empty, A-6 if full. For the latter
all within area of large circle are hit - no saving throw. Limber as for wagon. Limber must be with-
ine one inch of wagon to replenish, gun is out of action for one move whilst this is carried out.

By Colour-Sgt. John Corrigan B.E.M. (R.Marines)
ooOoo

MAXIMUM RANGES IN 1833

"Since the time of Vauban, the battering artillery," says Sir T. May, "has been improved fourfold,
and the gunpowder fully double." We have been hitherto in the habit of allowing from 250 to 300 yards
as the range of a soldier's common musket in action; and 600 yards to the point-blank range of a 2A
pounder, with a full charge of powder. It has been found that a 2A pounder will not batter, with
effect, at a greater distance than 800 to 1,000 yards.

After this, therefore, in so far as regards battering, all command, from whatever quarter, may
almost be considered harmless. It is stated by Colonel Jones, however, (in his Journal of Sieges) that
the fire of the iron 2A pounders, in No.11 battery, placed on a commanding height against the castle
of St.Sebastian, and which took the high curtain of the land front, en echarpe (obliquely, at an angle),
at the distance of 1,500 yards, repeatedly struck the terreplein (the ground inside the fort) with
effect. From this, then, it would appear that 1,500 yards should be regarded as the maximum of the
effect of shot.

'United Service Journal, 1833'

ooOoo

ANSWERS TO MILITARY QUIZ - On Page ul

The Redan and the Malakoff.

A Tactical Exercise without Troops.
Tommy Atkins.
The German Legion employed in the Crimea 1854/5* \ . x
a) 1 September 1880: b) 27 July 1689: c) 18 June 1757: d) 1-3 July 1863 and e) 1A June



TALKING WARGAMING

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH Tjy Kenneth Pollock:

In World War Two, were German infantry formed
in regiments, Battalions, company's and platoons
like the British Army? And what was the German
equivalent of a British Battalion?

ooOoo

Equipment for the British soldier remained
virtually unchanged from ahout 1790 until 1850.
Minor variations apart, the style worn at the
Battle of Waterloo reappeared during the Crimean
War. The standard equipment of a soldier in full
marching order from 1800 until 1850 consisted of
2 cross-helts, one holding the ammunition pouch
and the other the hayonet in a frog. The large
pack or knapsack on the Back was of Blackened
canvas reinforced with wooden slats and Bound

along the Bottom and corners with leather. In
the centre of the pack was painted the regimental
Badge or numBer. The pack was Borne on 2 white
Buff straps passing round the arms at the shoulder
and joined across the chest By another strap to
keep it in position. On the pack were the Blanket
and the D-shaped mess-tin in a Black oilskin cover,
issued piece of military equipment. Introduced in
late as 19^^). A white canvas haversack and round
holding the Bayonet was fastened on the chest with
from 1800 to 1850.

m ̂  i' ' 'y ^

(The D-shaped mess-tin was probably the longest
1817, it was still used By some Colonial troops as
wooden water-Bottle completed the outfit. The Belt
regimental-pattern crossBelt plate. These varied

—ooOoo

SUN TZU THE ART OF WAR:

In all fighting the direct method may Be used for joining Battle But indirect methods will Be
needed in order to secure victory. In Battle there are not more th.an two methods of attack, direct
and indirect; yet these two in comBination give rise to an endless series of manoeuvres. The direct
and the indirect lead on to each other in turn. It is like moving in a circle - you never come to
the end. Who can exhaust the possihilities of their comhination?

ooOoo

During the period 400 to 200 BC the Basic siege weapons were the Battering ram and the ponderous
moveahle tower. Mantelets of wicker or wood, sometimes mounted on wheels, sheltered archers and
operators of siege-engines within range of weapons on the walls of the Besieged city. During this
period heavy and cumhersome siege-engines, used By Both attackers and defenders came into use. First
appearing in Syria, the Ballista was a large Bow mounted on a frame that used tension to draw Back
its cord and propel large arrows up to 500 yards, with an accurate range of ahout 200 yards. The
catapult was a large wooden frame with an arm, using the force of torsion to hurl huge rocks through
the air.

ooOoo-

HINT OF THE MONTH:

Pet shops and corn chandlers sell very hard Broken dog Biscuits that make excellent rocks for
wargames terrain - and very cheap tool

ooOoo

Further Extracts from D'Ordel's Manual "TACTICS AND MILITARY TRAINING" (London 1902).

"We will now contemplate the later. But therefore not necessary superior weapon, the Lee-Metford
rifle. In outward appearance it generally resembles our old musket". The writer includes in his
description many useful hints and suggestions and one pertinent query "It will surprise the military
student as much as it surprised me to learn that the makers of the rifle had not provided a ram—rod,
so that in the case of the Breech failing to open there is no method of introducing the charge." "It
is true that the soldier can fire ten or even fifteen shots in a minute with this "rifle". But it is
clear that this would not Be compatible in strict fire discipline, and even if it were so, would un
doubtedly lead to wild and unsteady firing, which would destroy all accuracy and regularity, and lead
to gross waste of powder and Ball."

ooGoo

Airfix Magazine has passed into the hands of a new publisher and editor and the September 1978
issue is the last that will Be published By PSL and edited By Bruce Quarrie. The new publishers are
Gresham Books, Unwin Bros Limited, The Gresham Press, Old Woking, Surrey, and the new editor will
Be Chris Ellis who formerly edited the magazine.



THE BATTLE OF TORSTADT-HANGE, IN THE DUCHY OF OLDENBURG

John Davidson

We are currently in the process of organising a relatively simple
campaign in the Pike and Shot period. We have drawn up a mythical con
tinent with small countries which are curiously similar in name, size
and strength to the small German/Rhenish states of the first half of the
17th century. The campaign has not actually hegun hut two of us fought
a sneak preview hattle. The figures used were Minifigs 15nim ECW on a
6' X 4' tahle. Rules are the new 1490-1660 rules hy George Gush/W.R.G.,
hut using an alternative move system, a modified ground scale of 1cm =
10 paces, a figure scale of 1 man = 50 and 1 gun model = 5 pieces of
artillery. For campaign purposes, 1 move represents 15 minutes approx.

The Situation;

The hattle is between the forces of the Duchiesof Oldenhurg and
Hesse-Darmstadt and takes place just inside the frontier of Oldenhurg.
Hesse-Darmstadt has invaded the neighbouring Duchy because Oldenhurg is
at war with Hesse-Kassel, al ally of Hesse-Darmstadt. Mecklenburg,
another country to the south, is at war with no one and capitalises on
this hy supplying mercenaries to both sides. The Duke of Hesse-
Darmstadt is commanding his own forces and the Oldenhurg army is
commanded hy General August von der Grunhaum.

The Terrain:

On the East and West edges of the field are two hills which slope
down to form a large flat plain in the centre of the field. To the
South there is a larger and much steeper hill, whose sides are scattered
with hedgerows and on top of which there is a small wood. To the North
and centre of the field there is another wooded area. A road runs from
the S.E. to the N.W. There are two large-sized villages - Hnage to the
N.E. and Torstadt on the extreme W edge. General Grunhaum has placed
the hulk of his army behind fortified lines on the East-facing slope of
the Western ridge. There are some Mediaeval fortifications to the West
hut these are not particularly well placed from the point of view

"IS e Or R V N B B



of the attacking Duke of Hesse-Darmstadt. (See map).

Order of Battle;

(NB - Each infantry regiment has 10 muskets and 5 pikes, and each cavalry regiment has 8 figures).
OLDENBURG

First Division: 2 Infantry Regts; 1 Light Arty; 1 Regt. of Dragoons. - 1,500 men, AOO horse, 5 light
guns.

Second Division; 3 Infantry Regts (l mercenary); 1 Heavy and 1 Medium Arty; 1 LC Regt. - 2,250 men,
kOO horse, 10 guns.

Third Division: 2 Mercenary Inf. Regts; 2 Heavy Arty; 1 Medium Cav. R gt - 1,500 men; 400 horse, 10
guns.

Fourth Division: 2 Inf. Regts (I Mercenary); 1 LA and I MA, 1 Heavy Cav.Regt. - 1,500 men, 400 horse,
10 guns.

Total of 9 Inf.Regts, 4 Cavalry and 7 Guns - 6,750 men, 1,600 horse, 35 pieces of artillery.

HESSE-DARMSTADT

First Division: 3 Inf.Regts (l Mercenary); 2 Light guns; 1 Light Cav; I Dragoons - 2,250 men, 800
Horse, 10 guns.

Second Division: 2 Inf.Regts (l Mercenary); 2 Heavy guns; 1 Heavy Cav. - 1,500 men; 400 Horse, 10 guns.

Third Division: 2 Inf.Regts (l Mercenary); I Regt of Dragoons - 1,400 men, 400 Horse.

Fourth Division: 3 Inf.Regts (l Mercenary); I HA; I LA; 2 Medium Cavalry - 2,250 men, 800 Horse, 10
guns.

Total of 10 Inf.Regts; 6 Cavalry Regts; 6 guns - 7,500 men; 2,400 Horse; 30 pieces of artillery.

The initial dispositions were as shown on the map, with numbers corresponding to Divisions.

Ob.iectives:

General Grunbaum laid out his forces in a defensive position up to the fortified lines and then
the Duke of Hesse-Darmstadt laid out his forces. The initiative thus lay with the Duke. Seeing the
heavy defences on the ramparts, he gambled on committing very large forces to each flank, hoping to
drive in both flanks of his enemy and thus surround him on three sides. General Grunbaum was at first
concerned to hold his position until the Duke's plan became clear and then to use his cavalry to re
inforce where needed.

The Game:

The Duke of Hesse-Darmstadt sent both flank Divisions to attack at once, hoping to overrun the
small opposition on the hill before it could be reinforced. The 2nd Division, in the farmyard and
the 3rd Division in the village of Hange were originally intended as reserves. The 4th Division ad
vanced across the North of the wood to attack the General's left flank.

The General had only 1 Infantry Regt. and I gun on the hill and he ordered this small force to
delay for as long as possible the strong enemy force which his scouts had sighted. After about an
hour, the officer commanding the 4th Division sent the Heavy Cavalry to reinforce the position.

Unfortunately for the General's defensive line, one regiment of the 3rd Division was swept by a
sudden burst of inexplicable enthusiasm and bravado (i.e. uncontrolled advance) and tried to charge
across the valley in full view of the enemy's guns. The Duke, never one to look a gift horse in the
mouth, and seeing this lone unit advancing across the valley, ordered an advance of the 3rd Division.
The Heavy Cavalry moved across to the left to outflank the unit while the 2 infantry regiments ad
vanced to its front.

Meanwhile, other things were happening which were rather more in accordance with the General's
orders. The Medium Cavalry from the 3rd Division was sent across the rear of the lines to join up
with the 2nd Division's Light Cavalry in a somewhat unorthodox attack on the Duke's 3rd Division in
the village.

After two hours (move 9), the General decided that the main threat was not to his heavily de
fended centre. After much indecision he sent the heavy guns of the 3rd Division to the right flank
and those of the 2nd Division to the left.

Half an hour later, the Light Cavalry of the Duke's 1st Division finally emerged from the wood
on the hill and appeared behind the Oldenburg infantry. The Dragoons also came out of the wood and
took the infantry in the rear, breaking into their formation. The gun limbered up in an attempt to
escape.

The General decided that it was no longer worth trying to reinforce the regiment on the hill and
hastily sent a messenger to recall the heavy cavalry which had been slowly struggling up the steep
hillside. Meanwhile, the Dragoons of the Duke's 3rd Division were moving through the northern wood,
but just south of the wood the two Oldenburg cavalry regiments had charged across the valley and
attacked an infantry regiment and the Medium Cavalry regiment of the 4th Division which had been sent
to reinforce the reserves of all people! The infantry formation was broken into, but the Duke's
cavalry held firm. The fighting continued, and the General's cavalry finally broke and were pursued



by the Duke's. The General's other cavalry had more success and broke through the infantry to go
crashing into the unprepared regiment behind them.

On the southern hill, the Oldenburg troops were by now surrounded and forced to surrender.

The Duke's 2nd Division was quickly advancing across the valley and General Grunbamn decided that
attack would be the best form of defence. With 2 regiments of infantry, the 2 heavy guns and light
gun and the recalled heavy cavalry, he outnumbered the advancing troops and with the uphill advantage
he had reason to hope for a quick repulse. He could then turn his forces to defend his right flank.
To this end, he withdrew the 2 infantry regiments from the centre fortifications, sending one to each
f1ank.

By the third hour (move 12) the Oldenburg cavalry had broken through the second infantry regiment
into the village of Range. During the next half—hour, the Hesse—Darmstadt 1st Division began to de
bouch from the hill-top to attack the General's right flank, where the heavy guns were now unlimbering.
Oldenburg troops continued to advance to attack the Duke's troops. The Duke meanwhile, had sent off
a courier to the medium cavalry of the kth Division who had just reformed after a vigorous pursuit. He
required them to come to his aid and attack the enemy's left flank as they advanced towards him.

General Grunbaum, while this was going on, was directing the reinforcements into position on the
left flank. As the fourth hour (move l6) came to an end, cavalry and infantry regiments of the Duke
of Hesse-Darmstadt's kth Division began the attempt to sweep round the General's left flank, and
fierce fighting bCf^an. In the valley, the Oldenburg troops charged home and another fierce melee en
sued. The Duke's cavalry arrived and charged into the flank of their opponent but with surprisingly
little effect as it turned out. The fighting continued with both sides pushing and grappling for an
advantage. On the General's left flank, however, his troops were forced to slowly give ground. It
was not until the beginning of the fifth hour that the swaying melees were finally decided. In the
valley, the Oldenburg troops broke into a rout and some were forced to lay down their arms. On the
General's left flank, some extremely poor luck resulted in all the engaged Oldenburg troops deciding
that they were living too dangerously and they also broke and fled.

The General decided that the day was lost and sent out messengers ordering a general withdrawal
and regrouping many miles further down the road. The victorious troops of Hesse—Darmstadt pursued
in the hope of taking as many prisoners as possible.

(Campaign Rule Note: 50^ of regular infantry and all mercenaries who are taken prisoner will
change sides after the battle in which they are captured).

The General had lost the battle - but maybe not the war.

Casualty figures - Oldenburg: Killed : 1,850 men; 700 Horse.
Captured: 1,800 men (of which 650 were mercenaries); 150 Horse and 15

pieces of artillery.
Hesse-Darmstadt: Killed : 1,950 men; 750 Horse.

None taken prisoner.

Debriefing:

General Grunbaum's mistake was to anticipate an attack on his centre and thus not committing
enough men to protect his flanks, or act as a suitable reserve. The Duke took advantage of this and
was able, albeit with some difficulty, to sweep aside both of the Oldenburg flanks and to surround
and capture many of the troops in the centre. The General could only ruefully reflect on what might
have been if he had not lost the very even struggle that took place in the valley.

LETTERS - Continued from Page l-'S
being better in melee than another, than they are in the problems of planning the movements of and
handling large groups of units over a particular terrain. So you cannot blame the rulemakers. But
he is right to criticise such rules.

1 am all for his idea of a Horse and Musket society, and hope somebody has the time to spare to
get one going. They might even do a little work on basic principles, as regards rules. Even to get
people to agree to five or six basic and crucial facts in any one period would be quite an achieve
ment ."

H.J.C.Gerry of St.Albans, Herts.

ooOoo

"1 have followed with interest the pros and cons of the debate during the last few months in the
Newsletter regarding Fantasy wargaming and have come to the conclusion that it is all rather a storm
in a teacup. I cannot see what difference it makes whether one is a devotee of Fantasy, boardgames
or conventional wargames so long as it gives enjoyment and is played in the right spirit without
rancour and acrimony being allowed to creep into the game.

Having boardgamed and wargamed and thoroughly enjoyed every minute of it, win or lose, 1 am not
averse to trying Fantasy gaming should it ever chance to come my way and consider that any club worth
its salt will do its level best to cater, without bias, for the followers of all these aspects of the
game. However, all this aside, my main interest lies with the American Civil War and my armies, aftei
several years of patient application, are nearly complete, being composed entirely of Airfix HO/00
figures, converted where necessary to include standard bearers, drummers, buglers, staff officers,
etc., together with 12pdr Napoleons and 30pdr Parrots.

R.W.B.Elwen of Leeds.



WEATHER AND CHANCE

THE WAR OF THE LASTWIN

CONCESSIONS (2)

Harold Gerr>

Weather continued to dominate uAH ) \
events during the rest of the first ""V m / \ \
week. The hazy overcast conditions ^ [ \ \
which had saved the German troop t-j \ /\ \
transports on Day I near the island WesJ) G-'^el-'une K rA \ I
marked R-P on sketch A when greatly ' P '''/ / ) ̂ ^ ^
superior American squadrons had ( (I " H )
scattered the escorting German V. /
cruisers, returned several times x AU ~
during the following days, and L a ^
helped German minelaying activities
off the American-held West Coast. (it will he remembered that the Germans hold the Northern half of
■Jthe East coast, with main base at Lastwin - marked L on sketch A - and their Russian allies the
Southern half with main base at H, in this late-Colonial campaign.)

But in most other respects the weather favoured the Americans, as they had now suddenly fallen
back on a strict defensive. The most enjoyable aspect of a campaign like this, involving both fleets
and armies, is the vastly larger number of possible strategies which your enemy might be following.
Your own plans have to take all these into account at least to some extent, but even so, your pre
cautions may turn out to be useless as he may do something you did in fact expect but at a very
different time. For instance, in our case, on the morning of Day 11 the Germans expected the
successful American fleet at R-P island to have pushed on through the night and be landing troops at
the tempting estuary N near the North edge of the map. So for 2k hours at least we both wasted time
and precious coal collecting warships to the South of that estuary, ready for a major sea battle.
Once scouts reported that the Americans had returned to base K as fast as they had arrived, we dis
persed the collected fleet. So if the Americans had planned to return only as a feint, coming back
again in two days or so, they would have caught a small part of the German fleet again as on Day 1
with no major Russian ships within at least 3 days steamingi (The reason why they rushed home and
missed a good opportunity, of course, was because they had the same nervousness about their port
installations as we had. For all they knew, the Russian fleet, which they had so far seen nothing of,
was lying off their weaker base).

Once the threat to the German base had passed, the main Russian fleet returned to its main task,
that of covering the landing of a few battalions of infantry near F on the opposite coast. This was
not intended as a war-winning invasion. The original idea was that the enemy would be sensitive to
troop landings, and would come down with (l hoped) a strong cruiser squadron at least to try and catch
and sink some soft transports. 1 felt there was little chance of the enemy sending a really huge com
bined fleet, as 1 knew the Germans intended to operate with isolated ships off the American coast.
The Americans would think this was the pattern of our operations, and snap at the bait down at F, as
another easy target.

This is where the weather began helping the American side. My main fleet cruised across to
South of Wel-sung Island, and a hundred miles ahead of it (Sketch A represents an area about 700 miles
from West to East and 500 miles from North to South) one cruiser escorted the fast liner carrying four
battalions. Ahead again were a destroyer and a wireless cruiser (average range at this time, 190k-6,
30-kO miles) to scout the enemy harbours and give warning of approaching attacks. Down came a fog,
with visibility in early morning of not much over a mile. It was impossible to have a look into the
AL estuary under such conditions, and it took an hour longer than planned to grope into the roads out
side port F, where the fog had cleared to k,000 yds and where my scout, the cruiser Boyarin, was re
lieved to find not only no warships but also no mines or coast defence guns. The previous afternoon
it had managed to see into the anchorage at Wel-sung Island, which had also been empty.

So the liner landed its infantry East of F that evening, with orders to move into F within two
days. (invaders must capture a port within three days of landing. If not they retire discouraged to
the beachhead). The main fleet lay West of F, but no Americans appeared, even when a transport with
the fleet landed a force to cut the railway and telegraph lines between F and A to prevent news of
the larger landing to the Eastwards,

(Game mechanics : the cities on each coast are connected by telegraph, along the railway connect
ing said cities. News travels cross-country at roughly twice army speed, which is 18 miles per day,
but travels by telegraph between cities at a random speed determined by dice throw. For example if
two average dice thrown to pass news by telegraph from AL tu base K turn up a 2 and 3, this means that
in two hours the news has been transmitted through only 5 citi>es, and one further average dice is
thrown for each subsequent hour to see how many cities are covered each hour. In this example it
takes a further throw of 3 for the news to finally reach base K. Anything not covered by the 'rules
we dice for in accordance with probability. The troops landed between F and AL took 2 hours to reach
the telegraph and railway lines from the time the ships came in recognition range of the railway. ¥e
estimated this gave a chance of between 12^ and 15/^ of a train with Europeans on board happening to
pass. The American player threw two decimal dice but failed to score the necessary 86 or over.

For weather, we assumed the same pattern for the Far East as for UK, where the day's weather is
not apparent at dawn, but settles down two or three hours afterwards. Again, bad weather often peters
out a couple of hours before nightfall. So we dice for weather before 9 am and again at 6 pm, whereas
daylight is from 6 am.to 9 pm.)



The same fog which forced the Boyarln to risk being mined to see into port F tempted the Rear-
Admiral in the heavy cruiser Scharnhorst. which had spent a day or two commerce raiding off base K
to sneak into the bay (shown in sketch b) to look around and perhaps destroy something. Kat-sung
Bay, from the naval base quayside across to the South shore, is over 13 miles in extent (about 2A0cm
on the table top). The move into the bay took the American commander by surprise. As we have not
an umpire, we call out which square of the map our ships are in at 3-hourly intervals. This does
not "give the game away", as the other player cannot react with his ships as they are tied by the
week's orders - unless the enemy ship is in fact visible, which is rare.

On this occasion the American watched while the Scharnhorst crept further and further in. His
warships anchored in the estuary could not "see" the German, of course, owing to the fog. But the
Scharnhorst, which had been abysmally unlucky in her shooting in the R-P Island battle, again had no
luck. The German player forgot the weather might change. The American had remembered, and had
ordered his heavy cruiser squadron of 3 and a group of A destroyers out to sea to catch the enemy
ship which had been seen hanging about the coast most of the previous day. The German got as far
as the position S in the sketch when the weather dice was thrown. Fair weather spreading in! When
we set out the land, railway bridge, docks, etc., on the table, I felt the Scharnhorst had quite a
good opportunity still. Not of escaping, the American ships were too fast. But of continuing up
river and destroying the railway bridge (25 pts) and/or damaging the repair dock. An American battle
ship was being repaired in the dock. The dock itself was worth 50 pts., but any percentage damage
to it would seriously reduce the American ability to repair. (Once hits are scored on a target like
the dock, throw 1 percentage dice for each hit to see percentage of damage). The most important
factor was that although the American ships were just getting under way, they were all heading out
to sea. So it might have worked.

But the Scharnhorst player preferred the chance of escape to the undoubted risks of going up
river. He planned to turn quickly and pass out to sea through and behind the destroyers, hoping thus
to prevent the large US cruisers from firing on him for fear of hitting their own small craft. Again,
given reasonable luck, it might have been fairly rewarding. But his luck was out. The German fire
caused only armament damage to the US cruisers, whereas their sporadic fire scored one 100-to-l hit
in a waterline area on the Scharnhorst before she had turned fully.

Here is where wargames DO sometimes reflect real-life fighting, but not necessarily because of
anything we deliberately put into the rules!!

The Scharnhorst's firing now became ineffectual and inaccurate iin the extreme, as if affected by
this shocking piece of bad luck. She had two game moves in which the destroyers were out of torpedo
range and her own secondary guns might have disposed of three of them at least. But nearly every
thing missed. One destroyer only received a crippling hit, the others closed in and one of the six
torpedoes struck, and in the same area as had already been hit. The Scharnhorst turned over and went
down. The Americans had suffered ship damage which would mean about 12-lA days repair dock time, but
we had lost a heavy cruiser costing 60-odd points.

It might be thought that it was suicide to enter an enemy anchorage. In fact the outcome could
have been catastrophic for the Americans. Loss of the repair dock (inevitable if the fog had held
and the US ships had gone out to sea as ordered) would have meant that all US ships with hull damage
would have had to be sent back to Manila etc., for repair, virtually putting such ships out of the
campaign. There might have been time to sink all the tugs (all cost points) and bring down the
bridge.

It would make a good "quickie" wargame, dicing suitably not only for how long the fog lasts but
for the chances of the base commander managing to send out a picket boat to recall the departed war
ships .

NOTICE BOARD
BJCK NUMBERS KBy/SLETfER -

Obtainaible from TPJlDITiaJj 5A Shepherd Street, Imdon W.1, ere the
f'ollovdrAg D&ck issues s "y

Ko,iA,4 ̂  155 (1974) I 165; 168 -^177; 178 - 180, 185 - 189 (l977)c.Each
10 oopies of your choice cost £ ̂^20 (.ijiciipos'te-go)j ten 1977 isstios for
£ 5e50, single issuiss ® 40 p. Single issues of 1978 @ 45 P®

ooOoo

MARGATE '78!

At Margate on the 6th, 7th and 8th October 1978, the South London Warlords will be holding three
days of fun, competitions, demonstrations and participation events. A special emphasis will be made
on the Wargamer and Modeller. They hope for support in open competition in many periods. Prizes and
awards will be given to the winners. Many good and well known players have promised their support.
On a lighter but no less serious note there will be less conventional games in operation. It is hoped
to have Dungeons and Dragons — Stormship Troopers - also cowboy gunfights — small prizes will be
awarded to the winners. They are repeating a success with the full-scale re-enactment groups. A
parade and several set pieces which should prove of interest. The usual demonstration games and dis
plays - the trade stands and a large bring and buy stall. For further details write to J.Bridge,
South London Warlord, Co-ordinator Open Days, 3A Tynwald House, Wells Park Road, Sydenham, London
SE26 6AG.
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A FORTHCOMING MILITARY

T.V. PROGRAMME AND

WARGAME

"INVASION ROAD"

Introduction;

This is a series
of seven Adult Educa
tion programmes of 26
minutes in duration

planned for trans
mission hy Southern
Television in the
first quarter of 1979.
It will look at the

pattern and the results
of invasions, projected
or otherwise, of this
country from Roman
times to the present
day.
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Educational Aims:

The programmes ' .
will analyse the ef .x-''"—? cw. '
historical hackground • ) J " 17 I
and the technology f C i'/ |
leading to the con- /jc.cm.L, \ \ ' < I t ft I
struction of military '77y§SU&$7^ i
artefacts ranging from V ^ —•-'•—'■,^...,-4^ \ X ' ^
castles and fortresses : si •Eoycux \ \ ^ I yt/to the fighter air- , T si s. J
fields and tank / \ \ \ (~J
obstacles of the ) |/ i \ \ ''
Second World War. In ^ j j
addition, however, it J ^^raiaiso'^- ^
will draw upon the ex- j \
perience of archaeolo- Avronchcs \
gists, historians and \
other specialists to ^ v \ ^ \ L-,
explain the changl.ng --r-., '' <nature of the military Brittany ~ N V
operation which any r"^
invasion entails. The
series will also aim
for an approach which
will he constructive to the typical tourist and the ramhler who visits areas and regions which, over
the centuries, would have heen part of INVASION ROAD.

Programme Contents;

The series will make use of archive film, together with specially shot film at locations along the
south coast, ranging from the defences of Southampton, the Palmerston Forts on the Portsdown Hills and
other military structures such as the Redouht at Eastbourne and the Martello Towers which exist at the
main potential beach-heads.

The Narrator will be the well known actor Alan Badel, who saw war service with the Airborne Forces.
It will be scripted by such famous military writers and historians as - Richard Cox, Philip Warner,
Thomas Hopkinson, Paddy Griffith, Prof, Loyn, Eversley Belfield, Brian Bond and Colonel Jonathan Alford.

It must be accepted that, although this is a series, current evidence on viewing practice indicates
that not all seven programmes will be viewed by the statistical audience which is claimed for such
series. Because of this, each programme will be self-contained and will, therefore, take a single con
cept and range throughout the time scale in order to develop it. The suggested programmes are there
fore (working titles only);-

GRAND STRATEGY - This programme will start by reference to the invasion that never was ; Hitler's
Operation Sealion. Having defined the theme of the seven programmes, it will then look at the objec
tives of the various leaders who, over the past 1,000 years, have considered the invasion of this
country. It will then concentrate on the only successful invasion in the period and, indeed, the only
occasion when the two leaders concerned met face to face.

ISLAND FORTRESS - This programme will look at the changing nature of the ship and of naval techniques.
The second half will then deal with the changing nature of the defence systems which were evolved.

MEN AND WEAPONS - MEN AND WEAPONS SYSTEMS - This will involve the presenter of the series in a very
personal capacity because of his own background. It will be a history of technology from the soldier's
point of view and will consider not only the fighting man and his personal weapons Ijut the result of
the increasing use of artillery. It will also consider the castle as both an offensive and a defensive
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weapon. Modern weapon systems will also l)e ort.~,i.i..'*
considered as relevant to any future invasion (jj>
(see later programmes). "" .n-i. xo,..™..,
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SUPPLY AM) COMMUNICATIONS - The changing . ̂4 /
■  '" ' r> i» . 1. I l l . , ^ ^ /* r«OX)fOoe'4^oea'Oatec^v*

nature of the invading army, its supply t > x / .
®  ' Irf '/ er JntfOfHOpe'jf-one'Oo/ecfwe

requirements and its communications systems; a Nl joKH-obe.^omm,r«tod«He.re,
The concept will range over the whole of the *0 i -A,myH,t.c<yJ'a-Hj)
time scale considered and will also extend g / Tng istopetai<oe*iOti|«ctivFMas

backward to Roman times. It will also intro- o-
duce the concept of War Games as a means of *'• J'̂ ^y /
analysing supply and communication problems.

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE - THE OTHER SIDE OF THE

HILL - This will look at the role of the ^
intelligence required by a military commander \
and the way modern techniques and the applica- / \
tion of scientifie principles have changed «. y \
completely in the last hundred years. \ \Ma.ii,pooi

THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE INHABITANTS - The Romans \
civilised; the Normans attempted domination by ^ ^
strength and brutality. Our culture shows J Q y
evidence of both invasions and both techniques. S y
What would have happened if later invasions s \
had been successful? We will look at the I / *-
concept of citizen armies, resistance groups /
and possible urban guerillas in the future. / t anoha\

THE WARGAME - THEN AND NOW; This programme . c*
returns to general strategy. All Wargames Jj_ .""^^5-'
are played at a level way above the individ- ''"e
ual soldjer, tank or even company. The fate
of the individual group in such games is de- S #
termined almost by a chance throw of the dice. y* ^

Advances in technology have changed the
rules of the new Wargames. From Operation
Sealion in 19^0 to D-Day, the growth of 5.niTi.i., ^ c™,,.,
techniques and weapons systems were prodigious rtrl:
- Mulberry Harbour, Pluto, blind precision ' ^
bombing, none of these were available in 19^0. ® .' \
Since then, the atom bomb, the helicopter gun- L6 \ KArmyOroupA
ship, massive air transports and now the *yyv^\_b -== i ""
neutron bomb have changed all the parameters -
or have they?

Planned to involve many well-known wargamers and military historians such as Brig. Peter Young,
David Chandler, Paddy Griffith and others of the R.M.A., Sandhurst, the Wargame Scenario is highly
detailed.

The purpose of this wargame simulation is to model a possible course of events following the
outbreak of a major war in Europe. The game is to be based on maps, with players representing the
various combatants, and aspects of the conflict. The basic aim is to simulate the first 7-10 days
of the war, and to demonstrate some of the problems and points of importance of relevance to both
sides. The following assumptions are to be made about the basic forces and deployments:-

1. That there has been little or no political warning of the attack by the Warsaw Pact (WP).
This will mean that neither side will be properly prepared, and that this is the case most likely
to assist the WP assault.

2. In view of I, above, few of the WP divisions are going to be at Category I readiness. Also
the scale of reinforcements will mean that there is an appreciable delay before non-theatre forces
start to arrive.

3. The use of Strategic Nuclear weapons is assumed to be precluded. The reasons for this are,
1 hope, obvious.

4. NATO forces will also be caught by surprise, and will not be fully deployed.

5. As far as the naval threat is concerned, the bulk of the Soviet submarines are assximed NOT
to be on station in the Atlantic, since the very action of deploying so many submarines would tele
graph WP intentions to the West, and destroy any hope of surprise.

6. Norway will be involved in the action, since it is likely to be important to the battle of
the Atlantic.

U- \ Armee
K ArmyGroupA

7. We will assume for the time being that Switzerland, Austria, and Sweden retain their neut
rality throughout the hostilities. Yugoslavia and Albania are unlikely to become involved, and will
only do so if provoked.

8. There will be certain limits on the degree of co-operation between Turkey and Greece in the
Southern Flank of NATO.



9. The possible effects of Iran and China on the Southern and Eastern Frontiers of the Soviet
Union are to he ignored for the purposes of this study.

10. It is believed that eertain WP member countries may be politically unreliable to the Soviets.
This means that these countries will probably play a minor supporting role in the war. We will also
ignore the possibility of WP members coming out in open revolt.

11. It is conceivable that some NATO members may become so politically unstable that they are
forced to withdraw from the Alliance in order to avoid total collapse. As with the similar problem
in the WP the possibility is being ignored. Similarly the possibility of future Communist Governments
in France or Italy affecting the structure of NATO has been discounted. (This is not to say that they
could not happen, simply that we are not equipped to effectively simulate such a complex problem).

12. It is also assumed that there will be severe restrictions on the use of theatre nuclear

weapons. This could be because the WP do not wish to destroy a eountry that they are trying to
occupy. NATO would be constrained for much the same reason. However, this does not mean that sueh
weapons would not be used at all, since some commanders may override their Governments directives.

Based on the above assumptions, the action will take the following basic form:-

Planning Phase

Both sides will check their deployment and readiness, and the WP Forces will make plans for their
attack.

Combat Phases

These will be in 6-8 hour phases, in which the players will write orders, and receive reports of
the results of their previous actions. Because of the shortage of time and participants, the action
will be very generalised. There are too few players to model the disorganisation and chaos that
should be present.

The action will be divided into main groups, i.e. Land, Sea and Air, with an overall commander
for each side. With 1-2 players for each group, for each side, this means that the forces dealt with
are going to be described in large formation terms.

Analysis Phases

Running concurrently with the combat phases, the umpires and staff will be analysing and report
ing the action as it happens.

De-Briefing Phase

At the end of each 2k hours simulated time, each side will record it's actions, and make an
analysis of it's own situation.

The general course of the action will, it is expected, describe a WP advance across Europe. The
Battle of the Atlantic will be very crucial, and the losses will be very heavy both at Sea, and in
the Air. In general terms, there is little doubt of the WP ability to advance deep into Western
Europe, but the wargame may demonstrate that it is far from easy.

LOOKING AROUND
BATTLE - August 1979. Still contains a lot on Fantasy but otherwise well wargames orientated.
Observation Post with Terry Wise is always good reading as are his notes on Clubs and new magazines.
Illustrated articles of Tony Bath's Hyboria; The Battlefield of Quatre Bras 1815 and now; AFV informa
tion; reports on recent Wargames Conventions; Charles Grant on Napoleonic Infantry in Action; Refight-
ing the English Civil War Battle of Nantwich; An Ancient Wargamer's Library; First World War Wargaming
(very interesting and constructive) and Charles Grant's Tabletop Teaser plus reviews of latest books,
figures, boardgames, etc.

AVALOH HILL GENERAL - May-June 1978. Deals in great depth with the Battle of Gettysburg in relation
to board wargaming plus other articles of interest to board 'gamers.

MODEL SOLDIER - Vol.I: No.I - July 1978. Price 50p obtainable from bookshops. This is a new monthly
magazine aimed at military modellers and militaria enthusiasts which I believe has taken over from
the how defunct SOLDIER ON. Its contributors are well known and its illustrations, many in colour
are first-class. The illustrated articles include the 72nd Highlanders on Campaign 1835-1880 by
Michael Barthorp; Modelling the troops at Bunker Hill with a description of the battle; Modelling in
1:35 scale and armoured Opel Blitz; conversion of a Scots Greys drum horse; a brief history of camou
flage; Robert Wilkinson-Latham on Modelling Artillery; Philip Haythornthwaite on recruiters and re
cruiting for the British Army during the Napoleonic Wars; a series on making dioramas; The Slade
Wallace equipment 1888 (of great value to the Victorian fan); Terry Wise on uniforms of the Prussian
Infantry and Foot Artillery plus features on latest books, models, etc. Very interesting but as yet
does not quite seem to know which way it is going and, at present has nothing specific about wargaming.

MILITARY MODELLING - August 1978. Very well illustrated and packed with the usual informative
advertisements and many articles of fringe interest to wargamers such as the Standards of the English
Civil War. Its main strength lies in its in-depth reviews of the latest models, books, kits, etc.

SAVAGE AND SOLDIER - April-June 1978. The enthusiast's magazine that sets the example to all
others, this issue contains really in-depth articles on German East Africa (including numerous illust
rations); a Jack Scruby Colonial wargame report; Airfix figure conversions, plus reviews of books and
wargames figures with Colonial associations.



AIR WARGAMING

J.A.Skinner

Recently I have discovered a fairly successful way of "flying" my own home-made World War One
aircraft. I chose the World War One period because it has more of an aura of knightly comhat than
the more purposeful Second World War period.

The platform consists of a hase of flat Lego measuring four hy eight spots with a tower of two
by four spot bricks. The aircraft are placed on top of this tower. If the player then wishes to
make his aircraft climb one level then another brick is added on to the pile or if it dives three
levels then three bricks are taken from the pile. Each brick represents five hundred feet.

The aircraft have fuselages of plasticene and the wings and tails are cardboard. They measure
about ^Omm long. The plasticene is hardened with nail varnish. This method allows me to mass-
produce aircraft easily and extremely quickly.

The rules 1 use are the Paragon set. As these are designed for 1:72nd aircraft I have made
several changes: firstly all distances are measured in centimetres in place of inches. When turning
each section of the protractor is counted as 2 centimetres. Secondly, with the Paragon rules it is
ridiculously easy to hit an enemy aircraft when firing so my firing table is slightly adjusted:-

j  No of levels
Apart

2 or 3

0 or 1

Range 0-5cm

Dice scores needed

8  \to hit

5-lOcmi 10-15cm

This table does not have to be used with the Paragon rules and can be used with any set that
used some sort of stepped climbing rate.

Briefly aircraft
the nose is pointing,
die is thrown for each

Spandausfires at 3cms
5 and 3 making 8 - the
that an aircraft with

fool" rules. Well, if
is required to hit if

can only fire if the enemy aircraft is within 15 either side of the direction
Obviously this does not apply if the aircraft does not have fixed guns. One
gun firing and compared with the firing table. Thus an Albatros with two

range at an aircraft two levels below it two dice are thrown and these come up
minimum score required to hit. No doubt you will be muttering to yourself

one machine gun has virtually no chance of hitting anything with these "damn
a plane cannot hit with one gun two dice are thrown. A score of 10 or more
seven is needed and 11 or more if eight is required to hit.

These are just the skeleton of my rules and i recommend anyone wishing to fight World War One
airgames to buy the Paragon rules

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH:

1. Name the two major defence-works at Sebastopol in 185^/5?

2. What is a T.E.W.T?

3. What name was used as an example in the British soldiers Account Book Issued in 1829?

4. Who were the last body of Mercenaries employed by the British Army?

5. Dates of Battles - a) Kandahar: b) Killiecrankie: c) Kolin; d) Gettysburg and e) Dunkirk Dunes?

ANSWERS ON PAGE «?

l\J ★ Wargame Championship Finals m 6 Periods.
★ Colonial and PostWW, 2 Champlon^.hip.

WARGAMES ★ Displo-js bj Uniformed Societies.
★ B ars and Buffet.

CHAMPIONSHIPS * p t s m ̂ h c^pe
Presented by Newbury and Reading Wargames Society ^ Man^ Trade Otandsvse lOJ umeSj osnrigwes)

t Skirmish Parrioipafion Games.
SEPTEIVlBER IB & 17 ★Giant W.W.2 Aenal Participation Game.

OPEN 10 am — 5 PM DAILY
TOP RANK SUITE,

STATION HILL, READING

ENTRANCE ^Opadult 20pchild



NAPOLEON AND THE ARCHDUKE

CHARLES, A history of the
Franco-Austrian campaign in the valley of
the Danube in 1809, F. Loraine Petre,440
pages. 5 large maps. £5.95 net.

NAPOLEON'S LAST CAMPAIGN IN
GERMANY, 1813, F. Loraine Petre.
403 pages, 17 maps arxl plans,
£5.95 net.

NAPOLEON'S CONQUEST OF
PRUSSIA, 1806, F. Loraine Petre. 372
pages. 16 plates and 3 fold-out maps,
£5.95 net.

NAPOLEON'S CAMPAIGN IN
POLAN::!, I8O6-7, F. Loraine Petre.

384 pages,-16 pages of illustration, 10
large maps. £5.95 net.

NAPOLEON AT BAY, 1814, F. Loraine
Petre, 236 pages with 3 fold-out maps,
£5.95 net.

THE SPITFIRE V MANUAL, The

Official Air Publication for the Spitfire
F.VA. F.VB. F.VC, LF.VA, LF.VB. and
LF.VC 1941-1945. 336 pages. 173
illustrations, £4.95 net.

THE HURRICANE II MANUAL, The
official Air Publication for the Hurricane

HA. IIB, lie, IID, IV and Sea Hurricane
IIB and lie 1941-1945, 440 pages, 142
illustrations and 2 cut-away diagrams,
£5.95 net.

BRITISH AVIATION COLOURS OF

WORLD WAR TWO. The Official British
Aircraft Colours, 64 pages including
colour chart, £4.95 net.

BRITISH MILITARY AIRCRAFT OF

WORLD WAR ONE, 248 pages, 70
pages of diagrams and charts,
£7.50 net.

THE LANCASTER MANUAL, The
Official Air Publication for the Lancaster

Mk.l and III 1942-45. 532 pages, fully
illustrated. £7.95 net.

THE MOSQUITO MANUAL, The
Official Air Publication for the Mosquito
F. Mk.ll, N.F. Mk. XII and N.F. Mk. XVII
1941-1945. Over 300 pages, fully
illustrated, £7.95 net.

THE ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF INFANTRY

WEAPONS OF WORLD WAR TWO,
Ian Hogg. 192 pages with over 350
illustrations. £4.95 net.

THE RUSSIAN WAR MACHINE

1917-1945, Antorty Preston. 256 pages
(64 in full colour), over 375 illustrations,
£5.95 net.

COMBAT AIRCRAFT OF WORLD

WAR TWO, EIke 0. Weal, John A.
Weal and Richard F. Barker. 240

pages, over 400 illustrations (176 in
colour) £9.95 net.

MILITARY SMALL ARMS OF THE

20th CENTURY, Ian Hogg and John
Weeks. 304 pages, over 600
illustrations. £9.95 net.
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DER ADLER: THE LUFTWAFEE

MAGAZINE. Masami Tokoi, 200 pages,
260 illustrations. 40 full fxrlour
photographs. £4.95 net.

WORLD MILITARY AVIATION,
Nikolaus Krivinyi, 224 pages with nearly
1,000 illustrations, £7.50 net.

BRITISH BATTLESHIPS OF WORLD

WAR TWO, Alan Raven and John
Roberts, 436 pages, over 600
illustrations including over 300
constant-scale line drawings, 8 fokJ-outs
and 4 pages of colour, £19.95 net.

SUBMARINES OF WORLD WAR

TWO, Erminio Bagnasco. 256 pages,
over 500 illustrations, £12.95 net.

WARSHIPS OF THE IMPERIAL

JAPANESE NAVY 1869-1945,
Jentschura, Jung and Mickel. 280
pages, over 500 illustrations, £12.95
net.

A selection from Arms & Armour Press
TIRPITZ: THE FLOATING FORTRESS, I
David Brown. 160 pages, 200
photographs. 5 maps and fold-out
drawings, £6.96 net.

GERMAN ARMY UNIFORMS AND
INSIGNIA 1933-1945. Brian L. Davies
224 pages, 4 pages of colour and 375
monochrome illustrations, £5.95 net.

AIRCRAFT OF THE U.S. NAVY. 72

pages, over 200 illustrations, £3.95 net.

GERMAN TANKS OF WORLD WAR
TWO, F.M.Von Senger und Etterlin. 214
pages. 300 illustrations, £5.25 net.

PANZER COLOURS, Camouflage of
the German Panzer Forces 1939-45,
Bruce Culver and Bill Murphy, 96
pages, 69 colour and over 170
monochrome illustrations. £4 95 net.

FIREPOWER, Weapon effectiveness
on the battlefield, 1630-1850.

Major-General B. P, Hughes, 176
pages, 150 illustrations, maps and
diagrams. £4.95 net.

KEY UNIFORM GUIDES:

1. U.S. INFANTRY EUROPE 1944-45,

Howard P. Davies.

2. BRITISH PARACHUTE FORCES

1940-45, Howard P. Davies.

3. BRITISH EIGHTH ARMY, NORTH

AFRICA 1940-1943.

Robin Adair.

4. LUFTWAFFE AIR CREWS. BATTLE

OF BRITAIN 1940.

Brian L. Davies.

5. GERMAN PARACHUTE FORCES.

1939-1945,

Brian L. Davies.

6. U.S. AIRBORNE AORCES,

EUROPE. 1942-1945,

Brian L. Davies.

Each 32 pages plus 4 pages of colour,
£0.95 net.

2-6 Hampstead
High Street

London NW13 1QQ



MUST LIST
Wiien I was a small boy (the habit has rubbed off on to my own son) one of the highlights of my

year was to receive from Hamleys, that famous toy shop in Regent Street, London, their annual illus
trated catalogue. I pored over it for h&urs, selecting, rejecting, aspiring, envying and frustrat-
ingly viewing the wonderful toys of all types on view — and they were the days when Britains figures
cost one shilling and six pence per box of 8 figures! In a more worldly sort of way I suppose I got
just a tinge of the same feeling last week when I spent a pleasant hour or so with the latest
MINIATURE FIGURINES catalogue which came out recently. Selling at £1.00p plus 15p postage, it is
scheduled to cover the period 1978 to 1979 so that some ranges and parts of ranges are not immediately
available but will be on the market shortly and will be notified in Miniature Figurines advertisements
in these and other pages. As it is the nature of Men to want what he cannot get, I jnention that those
ranges not available include Egypt and Assyria, Greek and Persian, the Dark Ages, Indian Mutiny (1),
Danes, Swiss and Swedes, British and French Napoleonic new additions, 15mm Medieval and Clerics and
female elves - what a pity, 1 just fancied a female elf! I also notice that the only price chepge
given was for lOgres, does this mean that their magic turned out to be even more dreadful than imagined
when first the master figure was placed in the mould? However, back to the catalogue which is notable
for its brightly coloured cover showing ranges of 18th and 19th century cavalry on the front and some
of those very nice equipment pieces turned out by this firm such as carriages, the Flying Ambulance of
the Guard and the Austrian field gun set with all the little men sitting in tandem. The catalogue con
tains 2k full pages of black-and-white photographs of selected items from every range put out by
MINIATURE FIGURINES so that the wargamer can view (and be tempted) by the sight of figures in differ
ent positions or of new types. There are also a number of pages of black-and-white line drawings show
ing several types of different sorts of horses, and some nice little marginal action drawings of an
extremely warlike nature. Just as I never cease to be amazed when prowling around their premises, the
vast range of figures listed in the catalogue is most impressive and I suppose it could be claimed that,
by sifting through its pages the wargamer could build up almost any off-beat or exotic army (I am not
talking about Fantasy now!) he desires.

Just as one cannot think of Marks without also remembering Spencer, in a queer sort of way (and
it works inversely also) when I think of Miniature Figurines I also find that Hinchliffe Models Ltd
come into my mind! This is probably because they are both friends of mine and I am a little bit
worried about their individual reactions if there should be the slightest suspicion that I am giving
one more publicity than the other! However, 1 am being perfectly fair this month, as I always try to
be, by bringing HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED into the picture next to discuss the latest review samples
they have sent me. The speed at which they turn out these 15mm Napoleonics is incredible and certainly
the wargamer who has changed to this scale has every encouragement to do so in the knowledge that he
will not have to wait months for some specific type of figure to complete his army. This.month I have
before me - all beautifully made, highly detailed and clearly cast as always - the following:-

AUSTRIAN NAPOLEONIC - Landwehr defending; Elite infantry Hungarian Grenadier charging; Hungarian
fusiliers charging; Elite infantry German Grenadiers defending; Hungarian fusiliers attacking;
'lungarian fusiliers defending and Tyrolean Jaegers firing. PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC - Guard Jaegers and
Hussars. COMMAND PACKS - German fusilier command pack;Hungarian fusilier command pack; German
Grenadier command pack; Hungarian Grenadier command pack; Guard Jaeger command; Hussar command
and Landwehr Lancer command wearing shako.

Looking at these beautifully made figures and realising the twin and equally attractive factors
of them being cheaper and smaller so that a better battle can be made up on the wargames table, I am
becoming almost convinced that these are the scale of the future, as I am told on all sides.

Also from HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED came a representative selection from their Der Kriegspieler
Fantasy range. I have Great Goblins with short swords and bills; Tasmanian Devils; Skeleton men and
white horsemen with lances who are apparently Allies of Goodly Men. Of course they are beautifully
made and, to my simple eyes, quite incredible. An interesting aspect of all this is that, despite
myself, I cannot help wondering what those figures that they DID NOT send me are like - what is an
Evil Rider or those Men of Goodly Nature who include the Spearmen of Ringo - at this stage I get
further confused with my mind rambling from the Beatles ~t6 Wild West gunfighters of similar name!
Anyway, enough of this mickey-taking - if Fantasy is your scene then these are beautifully made and
highly ingenious figures.

Much more prosaic are the latest samples received from LAMMING MINIATURES, the high spot of which
is an Indian elephant in 25mm scale which must have taken a lot of making to cause Bill Lamming to
say in his accompanying letter — "I never want to see another elephant!!" There is also a crew avail
able for this, 3 figures in a set for 39p. Then, more of the Indian range - a spearman with separate
shield and weapons; an Indian archer and also a Barbarian archer presumably for another period. Then
there is a fine Medieval light footman who will take any weapons (^nd some new ones are included - a
pronged boar spear and a guisarme). There is also an addition to the fine range of civilians for the
Medieval period which make Lamming's displays so colourful, this time it is a Medieval merchant dressed
in all his finery and ready to parade the table—top streets of London. Finally a fine Greek infantry
man who*provides a variety of choices — such'as a head wearing a Corinthian helmet; a Thracian or a
bell-type helm. Or the man can have a round shield or a shield plus leg guard. This interchanging of
equipment is very ingenious and probably extremely handy for those who have the patience and ability
to fix the bits and pieces on - I think were I buying these I might just be a little frightened of
mucking-up the figure or the minute weapons.

Still with LAMMING MINIATURES - those readers who went to the Medieval Warfare Convention at the
Tower of London in the Autumn of 1977 will remember with considerable appreciation the wonderfully
colourful and realistic Medieval siege set-up and refought within the confines of a thick stone wall
tower in the very Tower of London itself - surely the first time that such a thing can have occurred
on those historic premises? Bill Lamming has really got this Medieval business off to a tee and so



impressed was I with it all that I requested, were any photographs being taken, that I should have
the opportunity of using some in one of my hooks. I often ask for photographs like this and when
ever I use them I always try to give the provider every possible bit of publicity in return. Some
times of course they agree under the influence of a couple of pints or something like that and then,
with the passing of time, forget and the photographs never arrive - but Bill Lamming does not forget
(perhaps it is something to do with that elephant he made recently!) and so he has sent me a series
of negatives which I can hardly wait to get printed. In sequence, they depict l) the start of the
siege showing the castle; 2) the first attack; 3) the gate blown in by a bombard; k) tunnel entrance
and collapsed wall caused by tunneling; 5 and 6) attack on fallen wall; 7) a fight inside the outer
wall; 8) siege tower and galleries; 9) attackers climbing inner wall with ladders plus a close-up of
the same piece of action; out-numbered cavalry of the besiegers attempting to stop a relieving cavalry
force; relieving infantry crossing footbridge; opposing cavalry meet with commander dismounted and
lost to battle, so causing a rout; a relieving cavalry rally intending to go for castle, this allows
time for the besiegers archers to put in stakes which stop the cavalry and cause them to rout; the
next photograph shows them being stopped by their Lord who then enters the captured castle. Finally,
because Bill is justly proud of his new range of 20mm World War Two figures, he has included a photo
graph of some modern street fighting in their World War Two town - and that is sufficiently inspiring
to make my mind wander off to refighting a similar action. No doubt in the course of time readers
will have the opportunity of seeing these photographs but even before then, if Medieval warfare (and
it is a pretty fascinating wargaming period) attracts you then have a look at Bill Lamming's figures.
As I said before, it is these smaller firms with their comparatively off-beat ranges who make it
possible for wargamers to have very interesting and unusual "second" armies - it gets a bit boring
always fighting Napoleonics or Ancients, doesn't it?

Even that slightly cynical remark is praising rather than denigrating our hobby because it serves
to reflect the quite unique range of interests that are all encompassed under the single heading of
wargaming. This has been ably emphasised at this very moment by a package received from NAVWAR
PRODUCTIONS LIMITED who, among other things, have sent me six model galleys of their new 1:1200 scale
Renaissance Ships. Selling at 30p each, they consist of packs containing a large galley; two small
galleys; a lanterna; a carrack; k bergantinas and a galleass. This is an immensely colourful period
for land fighting and is no doubt almost as well matched by the potential of these little ships. The
strongest feature of Naval wargaming lies in the fact that it is not necessary to do any of that
relatively unrealistic scaling-down that one has to do with regiments and other land formations. When
fighting with ships, whether it be Trafalgar or Salamis, it is possible to fight on a one for one
basis because of the relatively low cost of the necessary models and the small scale which allows a
table-top to become an ocean. All the classical manoeuvres are possible and. Naval wargaming being
a highly organised and extremely well documented affair, there are available rules that allow the most
realistic and accurate simulation of real or imaginary battles. Also from NAVWAR came Part 2 of
GENERAL QUARTERS which are "complete and comprehensive rules for Naval wargaming in 1:3000 scale."
Claiming to "provide a fast-moving, playable game which simulates the important aspect of 20th century
Naval warfare without bogging down in a morass of book-keeping and calculations". There is much of
great naval interest in World War One and these rules seemingly cope very ably with all that is re
quired - and of course every conceivable ship of the period is available, in this scale from NAVWAR
themselves. Their catalogue (lOp) lists the vast range of Naval and other items they can supply,
including much that is designed by well known outside organisations.

DIXON MINIATURES latest 25mm offering in their invariably unusual ranges include a mounted
Samurai carrying a spear or naginata (whatever that might be) and a separate banner for the above;
Ashigaru infantry firing a bow and a decorated trotting Samurai pony. Then they have two more for
their Arab range - a Dromedary standing camel and Arab archers to sit on the animal.

PHOENIX MODEL DEVELOPMENTS LIMITED have a new line in their 30mm PARADE series - Highland and
Lowland Regiments of Scotland. At the moment they have present day Royal Scots, side drummers,
tenor drummer, base drummer and drum major; Highland regiments with officers carrying colours and
Lowland Regiments ditto. No doubt there are others in this range which well at 30p each including
VAT and postage. An interesting illustrated catalogue/handbook can be obtained for 65p from Phoenix
Model Developments Limited, The Square, Earls Barton, Northampton NN6 ONA, England. (^3.00 U.S.A.
including airmail).

I have yet to see them but I am told by Peter Manning (whom I believe designed them) that
MINIATURE FIGURINES now have a range of 25mm Western characters including a saloon girl and church
lady, a sleeping Mexican, a drunk and a sawn-off gun man in various action poses. No doubt useful
for Individual Skirmish Wargaming but I can think of lots of other ranges for which there is a
greater need - and are more likely to sell well. Neville Dickinson are you reading this?

Wargamers who lack the skill or time to make realistic terrain should remember that MICRO MOLD
produce the Bellona range of vacuum formed buildings, gun emplacements and many different battlefield
sets in 1:76 scale. These are very low in price and, properly mounted and painted up, look great.
There is no need for the wargamer to fight on miserable terrain with chalked-in roads and rivers!
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LETTERS

"On those fictional wars I think the answer is that most of the writers, especially the pre-
191^4 ones - got it all wrong. There were the catastrophe ones - beginning with Chesney's "Battle of
Dorking" written around 1870. Of the others many were imaginary reconstruction of naval actions,
such as "The New Centurion" of 1895. The Northcliff era produced a spate of invasion stories;
William Le Queux, said to be Queen Alexandra's favourite novelist, which says little for H.M's
taste!, wrote several invasion stories including "The Invasion of 1910", which with a revised end
ing, was the basis for the war stories in the Northcliff and other boys' papers. Generally speak
ing, the earlier stories seemed to take the Franco-Prussian War as a model; after 1900 the armies
seemed to be Boer War armies, at least in the Northcliff boys' papers, and after 190A based on the
Russo-Japanese war. Laird Clowes and Burgoyne wrote "Trafalgar Refought" in 1905, replacing Nelson's
ships with modern ironclads. But practically all the naval war tales of that period were based on
fairly short range big gunnery. There were the spy stories, the outstanding one of which was "The
Riddle of the Sands", still in print, and I have been involved on several occasions in the last few
years in correspondence as to whether the story was based on fact and as to the identity of "Davies"
- one man named Bowker being convinced that H.H.Brindley, the Zoologist, was concerned in the matter
and may have been partly the original of "Davies". But I think only two writers were really prophetic.
Conan Doyle, in his short story "Danger", which was published in the July 191^ "Strand" magazine,
wrote of a small country with a submarine navy being at war with England and defeating her by sinking
her merchant shipping. Those retired Admirals who did not die of apoplexy on the spot wrote in con
sort to the "Strand" to say nothing of the kind would be permitted. By the time their letters
appeared we were at War and were to see unrestricted submarine warfare. The other writer was of
course Wells, who foretold the tank in "The coming of the Landships", published, again, in the "Strand",
in 1903, the year I was born, and in "The War in the Air" foretold how airpower would destroy the
battleship. It took a long time for the prophecy to come true in World War Two.

There is a good summary of imaginary wars in "Voices Prophesying War" by I.F.Clark (O.U.P. I966).
In the interwar period most of the imaginary war stories were either of the science fiction type, or
foretold gas warfare and the bomber.

It is an interesting thought to someone like myself, who can recall both wars to realise that
before I9IA there was a real fear of a German Invasion, yet when the war came that fear largely dis
appeared. But in the inter-war period I cannot recall any fear of invasion - anyone who faced the
thought of war (and most people preferred not to do this) - thought in terms of the bomber; "the
bomber will always get through". Then came the fall of France and for two years invasion was a real
fear.

As I have said, during the inter-war period there were few books which thought of war other than
air and gas warfare, but Bywaters in his "Great Pacific War" (c.I93l) did write a large book on a
supposed U.S.A.-Japanese War, covering a wide canvas, but although he used submarines he did little
with aircraft.

The whole subject is very fascinating. I see there is a new study just out of "The Third World
War". Also that the South Africans have banned a new American Board Game based on a race war in

South Africa which seems to have an inborn balance against the whites."

W.T.Thurbon of Cambridge.

ooGoo

"I admire D.Moore (July Newsletter) for being willing to replace home rules with the new WRG set
and for making the effort to advocate general adoption of the new rules so that at last we could have
agreed National rules. But I would be interested in his comments on one or two possible snags. What
happens when the rules change, for instance? So far as I know there has never been a representative
committee interested in any one historical period which has got together and thrashed out some basic
principles on which generally adaptable rules could be based. Until this ideal event occurs, what we
have and will go on having is the main writer of whatever the set of rules modifying and adding to the
original set as time passes, sometimes incorporating points on which wargamers feel strongly, but
often just in accordance with his own changing preferences. For instance the well-known Ancient rules
of the WRG started about 1969 as a 15 page set of rules proper, and have since swollen to AO, in only
seven years! (5^6 Edition issued 1976).

This has to be remembered when considering Mr.Moore's other point about getting rid of "these
complicated and time-consuming rules that we are using now." I am not only thinking of the obvious
logic that the new set (which, I hear, is very well thought-out and most learnable) may also increase
similarly. I am also reflecting on the interest-killing pseudo-technicalities which make so many
existing club rulebooks so unwieldy. As I often have to work at weekends, I do not manage to visit
many Conventions, but I hear from other wargamers that it is still common for laymen to stand and
watch a Napoleonic game for twenty minutes or more and not see a single unit move! I have certainly
seen two club demonstrations at Conventions where players had to run through page after page of melee
tables to work out what happened. I saw one page of thirty categories of cavalry alone, listed along
side their various possible opponents. This not only is guaranteed to put off any number of possible
Napoleonic enthusiasts at such events, but is also totally unrelated to real battle conditions. All
kinds of Tegular cavalry did well, against all kinds of opposition, and it is quite obvious from study
of any of the main European campaigns that commanders did not see all the different types as being
intricately different from one another. In the Peninsula there was simply cavalry, in Central Europe
perhaps cavalry and heavy cavalry. But, as Mr.Griffith, I think, has pointed out, probably a majority
of wargamers are more interested in the facts of one rifle carrying further than another or one sword

CONTINUED ON PAGE



A NEW SET OF NAPOLEONIC WARGAMES RULES

From Paul Fitzgerald of 1 Ashburnham Place, Hailsham, Sussex BN27 3AX, I have received a copy of
THE 1st EMPIRE NAPOLEONIC ¥ARGAME RULES by P.K.Fitzgerald, P.Cornish and T.Davies, -which can Ue ob
tained from Paul at £1.00p per set including postage (overseas ei.50p) from the above address. Paul
tells me that he sent me the rules at the suggestion of George Erik of Miniature Warfare for whom he
does some modelling. Apparently the 1st Edition, produced several years ago, was reviewed favourably
by Tony Bath in another magazine and the subsequent publicity sold out all 200 copies so that here
is a re-print. Paul says he received a great response from wargamers all over the world concerning
the playability of the rules and making suggestions for adaptation in other periods, etc. One such
letter was received from veteran wargamer Charlie Wesencraft (himself no mean author of wargames
books) who has apparently played battles in several periods using his basic system of play. These
rules are completely re-written and improved and enlarged, incorporating the original "Advanced Game
Supplement" plus several new and original ideas that are described in the introduction. This part
of the rules outlines the author's aims and emphasises that ENJOYMENT and PLAYABILITY are their prime
consideration.

In a letter sent with the rules, Paul Fitzgerald writes the following - "As an avid reader of
Wargamer's Newsletter I feel sure that these coincide with your own ideas on what wargaming is about.
Several years ago our own wargames group were getting 'bogged down' with over-complicated rules and
we were getting fed up with continually having to leave games unfinished - naturally enjoyment began
to wane - and so did membership.

As a schoolteacher with a school wargames club I decided to scrap all previous concepts and came
up with very basic set of rules (which did fit into the back of a postcard) for use with the kids.
Needless to say that these expanded as new ideas were employed, scrapped and/or modified but the
original eoncept behind the rules remained unchanged until today. As you can see there are quite a
few pages of rules but you will see that most are clarifications/illustrations, etc., made necessary
when aiming your rules at beginners. The most important facts required for playing the game still
fit quite comfortably onto two sides of the indispensible PLAYSHEET.

It does seem a shame to me that most of the rules produced commercially are either almost im
possible to play with any degree of realism - even to my imaginative mind - or are so complicated
that even an experienced wargamer would find them difficult and tediously slow to use. It would seem
that many of these sets of rules were produced in such quantity several years ago in some sort of
commercial boom that the model shops/suppliers are still trying to get rid of them regardless of their
limited value - or dare I say harm - to the wargames scene. I am sure that they must have put off
many would-be wargamers."

Well, that is a pretty strong indictment and may or may not bear a grain of truth. I am not able
to come in on either side in that argument because I have not personally-tested these rules (I am
really the last bloke in the world who should ever be sent rules xo review because I have a pathologi
cal aversion to using any rules other than those that 1 have devised myself and which 1 am constantly
trying to cut down so that one does not even need anything in writingi) Anyway, this closely typed
end well duplicated set of rules lists l) Equipment required prior to playing the game: 2) Formation
of Napoleonic armies (in itself very useful) including unit sizes for cavalry, infantry and artillery;
unit type factors so that Neapolitan militia are not able to hold their own with the Imperial Guard;
then there is detail of base sizes and movement trays before coming to the actual sequence of play.
This includes permissible formations, changing formation; assessing and testing morale and reaction
tests; rules for firing, ranges, fire assessment; the melee, assessment and losers test and winners
control test; details of flank attacks; support, superior enemies; redoubts plus a section on umpires.
That seemingly simple question of how to determine victory is considered and there are charts giving
the points values and composition of armies plus details ef adaptation for 15mm figures and an optional
rule limiting ammunition and supply. The rules conclude with illustrated examples of the rules show
ing permissible formations and manoeuvres.

Obviously a great deal of thought and ingenuity has gone into these rules and it may well be that
they are, as the authors obviously hope, the definitive rules for controlling this period. Why not
try them and see?

Since writing the above I have received from Paul a set of his American Civil War Wargame Rules
"THE GREAT SECESSION". In style and format resembling those already reviewed, the rules seem very
comprehensive and cover such aspects as equipment required for playing the game; general guide to the
armies and tactics of the war; recommended book list; formations allowed for this war and period; plus
illustration sheets explaijjing, by diagram, various tactical manoeuvres (useful for solving arguments).
Not having play-tested these-.rules I cannot give a fair judgement on them but on reading they seem a
little, if not padded unneeessarily voluminous. For example, there are separate sections dealing with
"The Critical Point" (points at which a unit under fire has to decide what it is going to do); melee
losers and winners control tests - all of which are really only assessments of .morale mandatory in
most sets of rules for any period. However, as 1 have frequently said wargames rules have to be
written for two sorts of people - the lengthy ones for those who might be tempted to cheat and use
every angle of the rules and the "baek of the postcard" type for the parochial wargamers who know
them off by heart anyway. Three cheers for the latter! These rules are available from Paul Fitz-
Gerald at £1.00p including postage (overseas add 50p).

Paul also sent me a bit of nostalgia - the 10th anniversary reprint of No.l of the SKIRMISHER,
the official journal of the Southern Skirmish Association, originally published in 1968. Seemingly,
like so many of us, Paul FitzGerald began wargaming the American Civil War and still has, also like
many of us, a latent fondness for it. And well he might as it is a highly interesting conflict,
perhaps the most suitable of all for simulation on the wargames table. No.l of the SKIRMISHER has
interesting illustrated articles on the 79th New York Cameron Highlanders; Colonel Streight's Raid
into Alabama and the Pursuit of Bedford Forrest; Order of Battle for the Army of Northern Virginia
in 1862; How the Rebel Yell was Born; plus some reproduced correspondence of the period. I don't
know if any more copies of this are available but if you are a Civil War buff then vou could write
to Paul (enclosing a S.A.E.) and ask.
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BOOK REVIEWS
ARMY, NAVY AND AIR FORCE UNIFORMS OF Tlffi

WARSAW PACT toy Friedrich Wiener. (llf x 8-f" ;
6k pages; over 650 illustrations including 270
in full colour and 127 photographs. Arms and
Armour Press - £A.95p).

Translated from the German where it was
published in 1975, this hook might well do as it

set my mind travelling hack to the mid-1930s
when, as a teenager of Military Service age, I ^
viewed with considerable apprehension (hut far P
less background knowledge than now) the impress-
ive Nazi formations that were later to take up ^
6i valuable years of my life. On the assumption ^
that it is good to know as much as possible about f M - '' '
the enemy, this book is the answer as it depicts —
the current uniforms, badges and insignia of the ^ ' t '
armies, navies and air forces of the Eastern '■
Bloc. It covers the armed forces of the U. S. S. R., ^ S • .
Poland, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, ' •• • "
Bulgaria, Romania and Yugoslavia. Country by
country it shows today's combat uniforms and is ' ■■ '
illustrated by photographs of troops in training, " ' ' -m , +• „i, „r, + Hnn'= r-ank
on exercises and on parade. There is a sixteen page colour section illustrating each i.ation s ran
insignia and arm of service badges, with full-length figures showing complete uniforms plus all
accoutrements and small arms. A very interesting volume at a reasonable price for books today - you
had better buy it, because why should I be the only one fearfully facing up to things.

From THE WOODFORD BOOKSHOP of 32 Victoria Road, South Woodford, London E18 ILJ, I have received
their latest catalogue, back and front covers being embellished with a black-and-white line drawing
of what would seemingly be a Royal Armoured Corps soldier in a black beret but there is a strange re
semblance to Sergeant Jock Campbell who, at Bovington in 1939, was my Recruit squad sergeant - i
took me back years! The Woodford catalogue is always a most interesting piece of literature in its
own right and this one is no exception. It contains a host of first-class secondhand books rarely
found elsewhere at what seem to me to be reasonable prices and is always very strong on books dealing
with Victorian Colonial wars, particularly in India. In addition, there are Naval and Aircraft books
plus plenty of other interesting items such as hound volumes of Navy and Army Illustrated and photo—
graph albums containing genuine old military photographs. 1 am always particularly heartened by the
Woociford catalogue because, possessing'mglny-Of the volumes listed, his prices indicate that I
sitting on a minor goldminel If you are a real military book enthusiast then you can t be without
it four times a year for a subscription of 50p (£1.00p overseas).

Patrick Stephens have just sent out a new book list of all their in-print titles which, as some
of them were written by myself, leads me to fervently hope that such a voluminous spread does
indicate that this is an attempt to boost up slowly selling books! I should not imagine so as Patrick
Stephens, having seemingly found the formula for putting out reasonably priced wargames books, etc.,
are among the leaders in this field. The book listsinclude their July 1978 New Books at 25p with a
beautiful coloured cover of a fine Ancient wargame in progress; booklet BOOKS IN PRINT July 1978 at
lOp plus an order form.

From Temple University Press, Broad and Oxford Streets, Philadelphia, Pa. 19122, U.S.A. comes
notice of an interesting book THE GUERILLA READER - A Historical Anthology edited by Walter Laqueur,
256 pages at ^10.00. As this form of warfare is highly topical and lends itself to table-top recon
struction, wargamers will no doubt be interested in this volume which deals with it in its historical
context. The texts are gathered into five sections, each with an editor's introduction to provide
historical perspective. Part 1, "The Age of the Small War," traces the development of guerilla war-
fare from Austria's use of highly mobile irregulars in the Spanish War of Succession to von Clausewitz i
seminal treatise, "On War." The next section, "Napoleon and After," details the emerging link between
politics and partisan warfare as well as the growing use of "bases", political indoctrination, and
terrorism. Part III covers the period between the American Civil War and the outbreak of World War II,
an era in which partisan warfare seemed to have been permanently eclipsed by modern trench warfare be
tween massive regular armies. The fourth section, "Socialism and the Armed Struggle," presents Marx,
Engels, Lenin, and other Communist and socialist leaders on the use of guerilla tactics, writings
which may now seem overly pessimistic in light of recent successes hy leftist partisans,
section, "Guerilla Doctrine Today," brings together selections "by the most important guerilla leaders
of our time, including Mao, Lin Piao, Che Guevara, and Regis Debray. It provides a context in which
to study the effects of major changes, particularly urbanisation, on the conduct of guerilla war and
raises the question whether or not these new conditions will spell the end of guerilla warfare and the
beginning of an era of terrorism.

From the same firm comes other books of interest such as THE TERRORISM READER edited by Walter
Laqueur, an anthology that collects the most important works on the theory and practice of terrorism.
The advertising blurb quotes " for all its drama terrorism is ineffective against truly repressive
governments." What chance have non-repressive democratic governments like those of the Western
Lmocracies eot? Then there are books SOCIETY UNDER SIEGE - A Psychology of Northern Ireland by RonM. Fields; MARXISM IN LATIN AMERICA by Luis E.Qguilar, both being topical and seemingly interesting
books.



ROMANS
GO HOME!

For a little while anyway — Armies and
Enemies of Imperial Rome is going out of
print while we prepare a 4th Edition: some
amendments, re-drawn illustrations and
re-styling in the same format as Armies of
Feudal Europe. Rome has always been
one of our most popular books and the
new Edition will have a restricted number
in hard back version for collectors and
libraries. We will announce directly ready.
In the meantime a few from our range.
Armies of the Greek and Persian Wars £3.00

Armies of Feudal Europe £4.00
Armies & Enemies of the Crusades £4.20

AH prices post free in the U. K.

An S.A. E. will bring our full list from:

WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP
75 ARDINGLY DRIVE

GORING BY SEA, SUSSEX

L I M || Leicester Micro Models Ltd
MTLI Micro Tanks : Micro Soldiers : Micro Ships

32 Wellesbourne Drive, Glenfield, Leicester

NEW 'Cambral to Sinai'. A complete up-date and
re write of our W.W.2 Infantry Action rules. This new
edition now covers all aspects of ground combat.
These rules will be used at the National Convention.

Price £1.40 (plus. 15p p.&p.). -Available now.

Due to the continued rise in the cost of raw materials

we have increased the price of our microtanks from
July 1st. Our 6p models will now cost 7p and our 8p

models will cost 9p. All other prices remain
unchanged.

7" "W^ 0'''^er Address Only
I m im\\ W im\m 48 East view. Bamet

^  Herts. EN5 5TN.
PRODUCTIONS LIMITED

NAVWAR 1:1200th Cast Metal Wateriine Ship Models
N1 MAS555

N2 R-41 Class

N3 S-38 Class

N4 Thorneycroft 75'
N5 Fairmiie 'D'

N6 Grey Goose
N7 Ch.4 Class I

N8 F Class

N9 T1 Class

N10 Palermo I

Nil Type 'D' I
N12 Captain I
N13 B.P.B. I

N14 Dance Class

N15 Buckley I

I  It 1940 12p
. Ger 1939 12p
. Ger 1941 12p
I GB 1941 12p
I GB 1942 12p
GB 1942 20p
Jap 1939 20p
Ger 1936 35p
Ger 1938 40p

t Ger 1922 40p
Jap 1944 35p
GB 1943 55p

I GB 1940 12p
I GB 1940 25p
USA 1943 55p

N17Han$aA Mer Ger 1943 65p
N18 Haussa F'ght Ger 1943 80p
N19 K.F.K. MFV Ger 1940 12p
N20 Trawler Merc Ger 1938 25p
N21 Treff Wh. Ger 1940 25p
N22MTB475. Fairmiie

'D' MTB GB 1940 12pMTB GB 1940 12p
N23 Bo Ye Vol

N26 Admiralty M'
Class DO GB 1915 40p

N27B97 Class DO Ger 1915 55p
N28SpicaClass TB It 1936 40p.
N29Mowe Class TB Ger 1926 40p

NAVWAR W.W.2 COASTAL RULES 75p
New models will be released every month.

DD Russ 1905 40p

NAVAL WARGAMES RULES
especially designed for 1:3000th Models.

Decimal Dice 40p
Average Dice 2Sp

General Quarters ,(Pt. 1) — \/VW2
£1.30

Micro-Fleet (T.T.) £1.30
Napoleonic Naval (Navwar) 90p
Action Under Sail £1.10
Battlestations (for VVW2) £4.95

25mm RORKE'S DRIFT FIGURES
ZULU WARS

British Infantryman
ZW1 Kneeling Firing
2W2 Kneeling Loading
ZW3 Standing Firing
ZW4 Advanced Firing
ZW5 Standing Loading
ZW6 Standing Taking Cartridge from

Pouch

2W7 Running Carrying Rifle
ZWB Advancing, Rifle at High Port
ZW9 Charging, Rifle Across Body
ZW10 Thrusting with Bayonet
ZW13 Lying Wounded Against Mealie

Bag
ZW14 Crawling Wounded
ZW15 Lying Dead

Zulu Warriors (Induna)
ZW51 Signalling with Assegai

General Quarters (Pt. 2) — WW1
£1.60

Ironclad & ACW (Navwar) 75p
Greek Naval (LWS) 75p
Greek Naval (WRG) 90p
World War Two Coastal 75d

- GENESIS by Minot 12peach
ZW52 Pointing with Knobkerrie
2W53 Advancing with Assegai
ZW54 Advancing with Knobkerrie

Married Warriors (Wearing Head Ring)
ZW55 Thrusting with Assegai
ZW57 Slashing with Assegai
ZW58 Charging with Martini Henry Rifle
ZW59 Kneeling Firing Martini Henry Rifle
ZW60 Charging with Assegai
ZW62 Attacking (Striking) with Knobkerrie
ZW63 Falling Wounded
ZW64 Dead, Lying Face Down Over

Shield

ZW65 Dead, Lying on his Back
2W66 Crawling Wounded
ZW68 Slumped Dead over Meaiie Bags
ZWS1 CETSHWAYO (King of the Zulus)
ZWS2 UDIBI Boy Shield Bearer
ZWS3 Zulu Maiden with Water Pot

MINOT FANTASY FIGURES
The Wood £r Fen Sprites
(Dwarf-like creatures)

TT8 King Debobmik on throne 30p
TT9 Sprite Executioner with Axe 12p
TT9a Kneeling Female Prisoner 12p
TT11 Sprite Guard with Poleaxe 12p
TT19 Naked Sprite Tribesman with

Sickle Poleaxe 12p
TT20 Naked Sprite Tribesman with

Glaive lOp
TT23 Rack with Sprite Operator 35p
TT24 Wheel of Torment 25p
TT25 Female Torture Victim 12p
TT28 Sprite Torturer with Ripper Tongs 12p

TT29 Brazier with Hot Irons and Sprite
Attendant 25p

TT30 Hangbeffor the Wood Witch 15p
TT31 Witch's Bubbling Cauldron 15p

HA1 Barbarian Hero with Sword 15p
HA2 Barbarian Hero Swinging Battle Axe

15p
HA7 Ape Creature 15p
HAS Swamp Demon 20p
HA9 Giant Neanderthal Man 20p
HA11 Black Wizard 20p
HA14 Sabre Toothed Tiger 25p
HA15 Snake Goddess 20p

NAVWAR 1:1200th RENAISSANCE SHIPS 30p packet
(come complete with oars and separate masts)

RSI Bergantina (x4) No SaJIs RS5 Large Galley RS3 Carrack
RS2 Galleass RS4 SmalLGalley (x2) RS6 Lanterna

NAVWAR 1:1200th ANCIENT GALLEYS
LWS Greek Naval Rules 75p Move Cards lOp each
51 Greek Triremes (x2l 30p S8 Liburnians 1x21 30p
52 Carthiginian Quinquiremes 1x21 30p S9 Octavian's Battleships (x2l 30p
53 Hellenistic HepteresUl) 25p 310 Anthony's Battleship (x11 25p
34 Greek Penteconters 1x21 30p 311 Roman Quinquir8me(x2) 30p
35 Phoenician Triremes (x2) 30p 312 Hellenistic 16-Banker (x1) 40p
36 Quadriremes (x2) 30p 313 Greek Merchantman (x2) 30p
37 Roman Merchantman 1x21 30p 314 Lemhus 1x4) — no sails 25d

We stock the full range of Trafalgar Models ships

Send a S.A.E. for our full list.

POSTAGE & PACKING
Orders up to £10 - Add 10% (Minimum 20p, Maximum £1); Over £10 - Post
free. Overseas: AIRMAIL Add 60% SEAMAIL Add 35% (Minimum 50p)
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME SEND lOp-£ Stamped SAE for Lists

ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM:
Australia: BATTLEFIELD, 40 Railway Parade, Lakemba, NSW, 2195.
USA: Armands Armadas/ShIp Shop, 114 Main Street, Annapolis, Md., 21401



Al Charles

54mm

Fantastics!
A second interplanetary
piece from Al.
This model shows a
woman warrior, pistol armed,
astride one of the >

fierce reptilian /
creatures of /

Garrison 25mm

/ Sanderson ̂
54 and 80mm

RE14.- Germanic Auxiliary (Roman)
with javelins

GH4;- Ghaznavid light crossbowman
\  GH8:- Ghaznavid Arab med. or
\  light spearman
\  7A8:- Hungarian officer
\  (7 years war)

Almira. / \
/  superb and \
/  intriguing items from Cliff. \

/\(^P2 / SSN - "the Provincial Governor" \
Warrior of / An unbearably smug and sinister gentleman \
Almira" / reclining on a utter arrives at the Queen's court borne\
£5.60 / 9''^' The girls bear the lion skin headresse^

/  marking them as servants'to the Black Queen. \
/  lt4odel comprises 4 girls (all differing) a lavishly trapped \
/  litter with dragon motif and the visiting potentate. \
/  SSN - E9.95
/  880 - Girl standard bearer: 1.95
/  88PA - Girl guard with spear: 1.70
/  88PB - Girl guard with sword: 1.70
/  These three complement 88N and form a complete procession
/  and

/  A new lady in 80mm!
/  BAN 80G7: A lovely lady clad in Basque, stockings, and negligee.
/  A most daring and beautiful piece.
'  £3.25

Coming
next

month;

Ghaznavid
Cavalry

and soon;
more medievals!

and; WWII

in 20mm!\ Above
figures

at

13p
each

Illustrated catalogue 82p (inc. P.P.)
Orders over £10 Post Free
Orders under £10 add 10%

Please send a S.A.E. tor letters
requiring a reply.

\n USA:

Coulter-Bennet Ltd.,
12158 Hamlin St., North Hollywood,
Calif. 91606.

In Australia:

Truescale Model Imports,
P.O. Box 36, Osborne Park, Western
Australia 6017.

GREENWOOD
^^BALL iiD

61 WESTBURY STREET,

THORNABY-ON-TEES.

TEESSIDE.

Portsmouth

We are pleased to announce this month the release of our
own product of finely shaped hardwood bases and high
quality perspex dust covers. The bases are completely
polished with sculpted edges and felt Imed underneath.
These can be supplied with or without a perspex dust
cover. Prices listed here are for bases only. A full listing
of bases with dust covers and also our oyyn range of glass
fronted display cabinets availabie on request.

Please enclose a stamped addressed envelope with all
enquiries.

MM

MM

MM

MM

MM

MM

MM

MM 8

MM 9

6.5cm X

10.3cm X

8.8cm X

13.7cm X

13.6cm X

le.pcm X
19.7cm X

22.3cm X

24.7cm X

6.5cm

5.3cm

8.8cm

6.5cm

11.2cm

13.5cm
16.1cm

18.7cm

21.0cm

£1.50

£1.50

£1.75

£1.75

£2.30

£2.50

£3.00

£3.45

£4.00

MM10

MM11

MM12

MM13

MM14

MM15

MM16

MM17

27.0cm

22.3cm

35.3cm

43.3cm

35,3cm
43i4crh
17.0cm

20.3cm

X 23.7cm £4.30

X 9.7cm £2.75

X 12..3cm £3.75

X 12.3cm £4.25

X 17.0cm £4.35

X 17.0cm £4,75

X 17.0cm £2,75;

X 20.3cm £3.25

Trade enquiries welcome-
Please allow 15% postage and packing. ■

Open 10a.m. —5.30p.m. Mon. to Sat.. lOaarrto 1 p.m Wed. :

2 Frattoh Road, Fratton, Portsmouth, Hants. P01 5BX
Telephone; Portsrnouth 7551Q8: .

Mail Order Enquiries Welcome ' ■

SPACE WARGAME MODELS
Original Metal Space Ships designed by Willi Brieker

ES1 Explorer Vehicle Hover Type 25p
ES2 Explorer Vehicle Tracked Type 25p
ES3 Flying Saucer Scout Ship 25p
ES4 Fighter-Recce Ship ...25p
ES5 Interstellar Patrol Vessel 25p
ES6 Deep Space Assault Vessel 25p
ES7 Hunter-Destroyer Ship lOp
ES8 Bat Fighter-Recce Ship lOp
ES9 Interceptor Fighter ..7p
ES10 Large Flying Saucer Warship 55p

Postage 10% Minimum lOp U.K.
S.A.E. for List : TRADE TERMS

AIRCRAFT In MINIATURE

170 Various Types

U.S.A. — U.K. — U.S.S.R.

GERMANY — ITALY — JAPAN

MODERN and WWII AIRCRAFT

1/1250 Scale Metal Models

S.A.E. for full listings

MODEL FIGURES & HOBBIES
4 LOWER BALLOO RD.. GROOMSPORT. Co. DOWN, BT19 2LU. N.I.



THE NEW
model army (MINIATURES) L 1 D

Directors: Eric W. Knowles and Ivy B. Knowles
373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK LONDON, E12 6PG. Telephone: 01472 2508

HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9.30am—6pm. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

<PKiAUSING FOR WARGAMErT^ MIUTARY RGURE COllECTORS
FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE LARGEST WARGAMES FIGURES STOCK IN LONDON

Figures by:
HINCHLIFFE ,

Ships by:
NAVWAR
ENSIGN

FULL RANGE OF PLASTIC KMINIATURE
FIGURINES

LAMMING
PHOENIX
MINOT
LASSET
ROSE
OLD GUARD
GARRISON
RAY LAMB

How to find us . . .

FLEETLINE

Micro Tanks by:
GHQ
ROS

Micro Scenery by:
M.B.G. &
CANNON

MINIATURES

^  RUSKIN ARMS
PUBUCHOUSE

HIGH SI NORTH

htW/VIODEL
ARMi I
No 373

101 Bus route p

EASTHA/V1
DISTRICT LINE

-0-

ITS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

LIMITED STOCKS OF MINI FIG "S" RANGE
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

WE DO NOT HAVE ONE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
OF ALL THE MANY ITEMS WE STOCK.

ENQUIRIES WELCOME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC FOR REPLY.

MAIL ORDER TERMS: 25p up to £3 and lOp in £ or
part of a £ thereafter. OVERSEAS: Surface add 30/.
Airmail add 60%.

MEDIEVAL WARGAMING
IN 15mm BY PETER LAING

F901 Longbowman shooting 5p M902 Charging knight
F902 Longbowman marching 5p (lance caparison) lOp
F903 Man at arms marching 5p M903 Charging knight, sword lOp
F904 Man at arms standing, spear 5p M9(M Mounted knight
F905 Crossbowman shooting 5p (Mace caparison) lOp
F906 Crossbowman loading 5p M905 Mounted knight, war hammer lOp
F907' Dism Knight with glaive 5p M906 Mounted archer lOp
F909 Handgunner firing 5p M907 Mounted man at arms lOp
F910 Dism Knight with axe 5p M908 Mounted Herald lOp
F912 Standing spearman (Scot) 5p F209 Unarmoured inf. with sword 5p
F912 Kneeling spearman (Scot) 5p F212 Unarmoured Inf. spearman
F913 Priest with cross 5p marching 5p
F914 Advancing spearman 5p F214 Unai moured axeman 5p
F915 Dismounted Herald 5p F216 Unarmoured crossbowman 5p
A901 Small bombard 5p A201 Mangonel 15p
A902 Cannon on elev. mount 15p A202 Man with lever 5p
A903 Cannon on fixed mount 15p A203 Two men with missile lOp
A904 Kneeling gunner 5p A416 Ballista 15p
A905 Standing gunner 5p A41 la Ox cart, solid wheels 15p
A906 Ladder carrier (2 reqd.) 5p A41 lb Ox cart, spoked wheels 15p
A907 Ladder lOp A412 Draught ox (2 reqd.) lOp
A908 Man for climbing ladder 5p A413 Ox-cart driver 5p
A909 Battering ram lOp JOHN MITCHELL BUILDING SHEETS
A910 Bat. ram crew (2 reqd.) 5p Sheet 1 Cottage 36p
A911 Trebuchet 30p Sheet 2 Farmhouse & Barn 36p
A912 Siege tower (12 part kit) £2.00
M901 Mounted Knight Sheet 3 Castle Gate House 36p

(lance caparison) 10p Sheet 4 Castle Walls 36p

Please note that all items listed in catalogue are available — no need to
request alternatives.

There are now nearly 600 15mm wargaming Items by Peter Laing available
from Ancients through to World War 2. Besides foot &■ mounted figures,
transport &• artillery are well represented. Send 12p in stamps now for full

list and sample figure (state preference).

Cash with Order Packing and Postage extra
Orders up to and including £1 please add 14p

£2 •• 17p
£3 20p
£4 23p
£5 24p
£6 •• 27p

Orders of £6 and over POST FREE Overseas add 25% (Air Mail) min. C1

PETER LAING
Minden, Sutton St. Nicholas. Hereford HR1 3BD

Tel. 518 (STD 043 272)

ANCIENT WARGAMING FIGURES
IN 15mm BY PETER LAING

F401 Greek Hoplite 5p F430 Pictish Javalinman Bp
F402 Persian immortal 5p F431 Prankish Spearman Bp
F403 Mede Infantry 5p F432 Prankish Axeman Bp
F404 Persian Infantry with spear 5p F433 Phrygian Spearman Bp
F405 Greek Archer 5p F434 Phrygian Axeman Bp
F406 Thracian Peltast with spear 5p F462 Assyrian siinger Bp
F407 Greek Cymnet 5p F463 Assyrian aux. archer Bp
F408 Persian Archer 5p F464 Persian inf. shield & sword Bp
F409 Greek Siinger 5p F483 Macedonian Phaiangite Bp
F411 Spartan Hoplite 5p F484 Mercenary Peitast with ThCireos Bp^
F412 Theban Hoplite 5p F485 Thracian Peltast with

F413 Assyrian Archer 5p Rhomphaia Bp
F414 Assyrian shield bearer 5p M401 Persian horseman lOp
F415 Assyrian heavy infantry 5p M402 Greek horseman lOp
F416 Assyrian light infantry 5p M403 Scythian mounted archer lOp
F417 Imp Roman legionary marching Bp M404 Catphract lOp
F418 Imp Roman standard Bp M405 Assyrian cav lOp
F419 Imp Roman trumpeter Bp M406 Mounted Roman Officer lOp
F420 Imp Roman centurian marching Bp M407 Gallic cav lOp
F421 Imp Roman legionary standing Bp M411 Pictish cav lOp
F422 Imp Roman centurion standing Bp M412 2nd cent Roman heavy cav lOp
F423 Gallic Chieftain, standard Bp M416 Assyrian Med horse archer lOp
F424 Brit Chieftain Bp A401 Persian chariot 15p
F425 Gallic infantry, raised spear Bp A402 Persian chariot crew 10p
F426 Gallic infantry marching Bp A408 British chariot 15p
F427 Gallic musician Bp A409 Brit chariot crew lOp
F428 Pictish Spearman Bp A414 Assyrian chariot 15p
F429 Pictish Archer Bp A415 Assyrian chariot crew lOp

A410 Galloping chariot horse lOp

Send 12p for sample and list of nearly 600 items. Ancients — Dark Ages — Medievals
ECW —. Marlburian — AWI — Crimean - A.C.W. - Colonial - World War 1

U. S. A.

U S. W.igamen can obtain PETER LAING's metal 1Smm llguias through
the following dealeis

So/rf/ez World. USA. P.O. BoxJ75 Shtewsbuiv, PA 17361
Tho Three Musoueleers 10531 Santana St. Lakeside, CA 92040

Thor's TOC (Tectlcel Operations Center) Box 297. Ft. Meade MD 20755
The Little Soldier 1776 Plara, 1776 Easi Jefferson St., Rockville, MD 20852

ftoye!Hobby Shop 3806 East State Stieet. Rocklord, ILL 61107

AUSTRALIA
sole agents

B  Derxw WahrA/\nna 9n7fi AuStfSlia



IF YOU WANT TO BE SURE OF QUALITY BUY

Eamnuns iHmiatureEf
25mm FIGURES FOR WARGAMES & DIORAMAS

FINE CASTING IN HIGH QUALITY METAL-

ANCIENTS - ROMANS (1st-2nd C.) - MEDIEVALS (Crecy to Agincourt) - VIKINGS
GAULS - EGYPTIANS - ASSYRIANS - NAPOLEONICS, etc.

Also in20mm - WWII BRITISH - GERMAN - AMERICANS - CIVILIANS

NEW in 25mm

INDIAN ELEPHANT & CREW, INDIAN FOOT ARCHER, INDIAN FOOT SPEARMAN
MF/30 - MEDIEVAL LIGHT FOOTMAN - LEATHER & METAL HELMET - OPEN HANDS

AB/9 - BARBARIAN FOOT ARCHER
AG/3 - GREEK HOPLITE

HEAD 'A' CORINTHIAN HELMET - HEAD 'B' THRACIAN HELMET - HEAD 'C BELL TYPE (4th C. B.C.)

For full Catalogue send 30p to:

254 WINCOLMLEE, HULL, HU2 0PZ Tel:26896

New Genesis Colonial Figures By Minot
25mm Diorama and Wargame Pieces.

BRITISH INFANTRY

(Suitable for Forces serving in the Sudan and Boer Wars
and also India)

CW1 British Officer with Pistol

CW2 British Infantryman Marching
CW3 British Infantryman Advancing Rifle at High Port
CW4 British Infantryman Charging
CW5 British Infantryman Standing Firing
CW6 British Infantryman Kneeling Firing
CW7 British Infantryman Lying Firing
CW8 British Infantryman Standing Loading
CW9 British Infantryman Kneeling at the Ready
CW10 British Infantryman Thrusting with Bayonet
AH above figures 12p each

HIGHLAND INFANTRY

CW31 Highland Officer, Sword drawn leading attack
CW32 Highland Infantryman Marching
CW33 Highland Infantryman Advancing Rifle at High Port
CW34 Highland Infantryman Charging

CW35 Highland Infantryman Standing Firing
CW36 Highland Infantryman Kneeling Firing
CW37 Highland Infantryman Lying Firing
CW38 Highland Infantryman Kneeling at Ready
CW39 Highland Infantryman Standing Loading
CW40 Highland Infantryman Thrusting with Bayonet
AH above figures 12p each

SUDANESE INFANTRY

(Serving with the British)
CW70 Infantryman Marching
CW71 Infantryman Advancing Rifle at High Port
CW72 Infantryman Charging
CW73 Infantryman Standing Firing
CW74 Infantryman Kneeling Firing
CW75 Infantryman Lying Firing
CW76 Infantryman Standing Loading
AH above figures 12p each

CW77 Three figure set based on a drawing by W. T. Maud
that appeared In the Daily Graphic at the time of Omdurman.
The set consists of a little native girl giving a Sudanese
Infantryman a drink from a goatskin bottle, while another
infantryman looks on. Above Set40p each

THE FUZZY WUZZYS

Hadendowah Tribesmen

(Where applicable all native figures carry shields)
CW100 Hadendowah Advancing with Leaf-Headed Spear
CW101 Hadendowah Thrusting with Leaf-Headed Spear
CW102 Hadendowah about to Throw Spear

CW103 Hadendowah Charging with Sword
CW194 Hadendowah Cutting with Sword

CW105 Hadendowah Thrusting with Sword
CW106 Hadendowah Failing Wounded
CW107 Hadendowah Lying Dead (Face Down)
CW10B Hadendowah Lying Dead (Face Up)
AH above figures 12p each

Beja Ben Amir Tribesmen
CW121 Beja Ben Amir Charging with Sword
CW122 Beja Ben Amir Pointing with Sword
CW123 Beja Ben Amir Thrusting with Sword
CW124 Beja Ben Amir Slas^'lng with Sword
CW125 Beja Ben Amir Falling Wounded
CW126 Beja Ben Amir Lying Dead (Face Down)
CW127 Beja Ben Amir Lying Dead (Face Up)
AH above figures 12p each

Jihadia Riflemen

CW141 JIhadIa Standing Firing
CW142 JIhadIa Kneeling Firing
CW143 JIhadIa Lying Firing
CW144 Jihadia Running with Rifle

CW145 Jihadia Clubbing with Rifle
CW146 Jihadia Lying Dead
AH above figures 12p each

Dongala Emir Tribesmen
CW150 Dongala Emir Charging with Leaf-Headed Spear
CW151 Dongala Emir Throwing Spear
CW152 Dongala Emir Thrusting with Spear
CW153 Dongala Emir Charging with Sword
CW154 Dongala Emir Thrusting with Sword
CW155 Dongala Emir Falling Wounded
CW156 Dongala Emir Lying Dead
AH above figures 12p each

i W

Dervishers on Camels

CW170 Dervlsher with Standard on Charging Camel 60p
CW171 TaalshI Warrior Brandishing Leaf-Headed Spear on

Charging Camel SOp
CW172 TaalshI Warrior Brandishing Sword on Charging

Camel SOp

Dept. MM

Mlnot's Miniature Armoury
P.O. Box 25
Watling Street
Borehamwood

Herts. WD6 3BP England
Phone: 01-953 4107

Post Rates:
Under £4.00 10%
Over £4.00 Post free

Overseas:
Airmail 60%
Surface 35%

U.S.A. and Canada

Minot Miniatures
P.O. Box 124
Garden City
New York 11530 U.S.A.
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At Games Centre, we have over 2,500 different items always in stock, including every board
wargame, fantasy-game, rule book and magazine you've ever heard of — by s'.P.I., Avalon ^
Hill, Game Designers' Workshop, Battleline, Metagaming Concepts, T.S.R., Simulation De- ■
sign Corporation, Historical Perspectives, Judge's Guild, Flying Buffalo, Excalibre, Jedco, I
Chaosium, Control Box, Eon, Third Millennia, Balboa, Watts, Bumpus, Fantasy Games I
Unlimited, Gamma, Taurus, Maplay, Sopac, Sym-war, Warthog, Zocchi and many more. f

call in at one of our shops, you can be sure of friendly personal service, and expert advice.

16J Hanway Street
London W1A2LS
01-6368278

2 Castle Street
Kingston Upon Thames
01-5496486

Write for details of games by mail order -

HAS EVERY WARGAME ^
Open six days a week — browsers welcome

or see our advertisement each month in "Games & Puzzles" magazine.

HARROW
TELEPHONE:
01-863
9788

THE MODEL SHOP
190-194 STATION ROAD
HARROW, MIDDX.

JACKLEX 20 mm foot 9p CAV 20p
NEWI Mule drawn Maxim Gun and Crew £1 -35
NEW! The Sudan Campaign
Colonial Supply Wagon with four horse team etc £3 00

set

E6 Egyptian Camel Corps Trooper 35p
E7 Egyptian Camel Corps Off 35p
F8 Baggara Swordsman on Camel 35p
F9 Baggara Rifleman on Camel 35p
F10 Baggara Standard Bearer on Camel 35p
F1 Hadendowah Swordsman
F2 Hadendowah Spearman
F3 Beja-Ben Amir Swordsman
El Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Advancing
E2 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Firing
E3 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Off.
E4 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav" Lancer
E5 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav' Off.
F4 Jthadia Rifleman
F5 Jihadia Swordsman
F6 Spearman
F7 Standard Bearer

COLONIAL CATLING GUN AND THREE CREW 70p
COLONIAL MULE GUN TEAM SET
6 mules, 6 handlers. 1 mountain gun
Ammo Box's etc. £3.00
COLONIAL FIELD GUN AND LIMBER SET
1  field gun, limber, 6 horse team
horse riders, limber riders, etc.. £3.00

NAVAL BRIGADE
N1 Advancing
N2 Standing Firing
N3 Running Rifle Separate
N4 Off.

COLONIAL PERIOD 1890-1900 BRITISH ARMY
B1 Officer Marching
B2 Officer Firing Pistol
B3 Inf. Lying Firing
B4 Inf. Kneeling Firing

B5 Inf. Standing Firing
B6 Inf. Advancing
B7 Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
B8 Inf. Marching
B9 Highland Off. Marching
BIO Highland Off. Firing Pistol
B11 Highland Inf. Lying Firing
B12 Highland Inf. Kneeling Firing
B13 Highland Inf. Standing Firing
B14 Highland Inf. Advancing
B15 Highland Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
B16 Highland Inf.
BCl Cavalry Officer
BC2 Cavalry Lancer
BC3 Cavalry Trooper
INDIAN ARMY REGULAR
B17 Officer Marching
B18 Officer Firing Pistol
B19 Infatttry Lying Firing
B20 Infantry Kneeling Firing
B21 Infantry Standing Firing
B22 Infantry Advancing
B23 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
B24 Infantry Marching
B25 Infantry (Punjabi) on Guard
BC4 Cav' (Bengal) Lancer
ZULU WAR
BRITISH ARMY
BZ1 Officer Marching
BZ2 Officer Firing Pistol
BZ3 Infantry Lying Firing
BZ4 Infantry Kneeling Firing
BZ5 infantry Standing Firing
BZ6 Infantry Advancing
BZ7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
6Z8 Infantry Marching
ZULUS
ZZ1 Zulu Chief
ZZ2 Zulu Carrying Assagi
ZZ3 Zulu Throwing Assagi
INDIAN FRONTIER TRIBESMAN
T1 Chie?
T2 Tribesman Lying Firing

T3 Tribesman Kneeling Firing
T4 Tribesman Standing Firing
T5 Tribesman Charging with Sword & Shield
TCI Cavalry Chief
TC2 Cavalry Charging with Sword
TC3 Cavalry Charging with Rifle
TC4 Cavalry Charging with Rifle slung
RUSSIAN ARMY 1900
R1 Infantry On Guard Position
R2 Infantry Standing Firing
R3 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
R4 Infantry Advancing
R5 Infantry Officer Firing
R6 Cavalry Trooper
R7 Cavalry Officer
R8 Cossack Lancer
R9 Cossack Off.

Colonial Field Gun 60p
Colonial Mountain Gun 60p
Colonial Gun Crew (British) Consisting of 1 Officer, 1
Gunner with shell, 1 Gunner with Ramrod, 1 Gunner
Kneeling. Set 60p
Colonial Gun Crew (Indian) Consisting of 1 Officer Looking
through Binoculars
1 Gunner Kneeling with Shell
1 Gunner Kneeling with Ramrod
1 Gunner Kneeling. Set 60p
FIRST WORLD WAR
GERMAN ARMY
HI Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H2 Infantry Advancing
H3 Infantry Standing Firing
H4 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H5 Infantry Officer
BRITISH ARMY
H6 Infantry Advancing
H7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H8 Infantry Standing Firing
H9 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H10 Infantry Officer
All First War Figures wearing steel helmets.

Mail Order: Add 20p p. & p. up to £5. Over, post free U.K. only



MINIATURE WARFARE LTD NOW PRESENTS

#

GBW FIGUSE PACKS 95p; 1508. "Greek Life In Acropolis" (66 assorted figs) - 1509. "The
Greek Army" (66 infantry figs) - 1510, "The Gre^ Cavaliy" (54 figs/

pieces) - 1511. "The Trojan Army" (64 figs/pieces). DIORAMA SETS at £5-25p. 1512.The Ulysees
Legend" (95 figs/pieces).-1513. "The Trojan Horse" (79 figs/pieces incl. Horse)
COHnTG SOPH I 1514. "The Greek Warfleet". a complete model set with 326 figs/pieces, with 2

ARM! CORPS OF WORLD WAR 11.

PULL-SCALE TR1REI-1ES,. approx £10.

R0I4A1T FIGURE PACKS 95t); NO 1515. "The Roman Army" (approz 64 infantiy figs). - 1516. "Thh
Roman Cavalry" (approx 54 figs/pieces) - 1517 "The Gladiators" (approx

60 figs/pieces).- DlORAl-IA SETS at £3-25p. "Three Siege Catapults" (complete with figures). -
"Tvro Siege Towers" (complete with figures).

each. NO 1563 "The Wehrmacht" (64 figs/pieces) - 1564. "The
English AraQT" (72 figs/pieces) - 1565. "The Commandos" (Allied) (64 figs/

pices). - t566 "The Red Array (Soviets) (92 figs/pieces). - 1567. "The Italian Alpine Co^s"
(72 figs/pieces). - 1568 "The Frogmen"- can be adapted for any nation - (60 figs/pieces). -
1569. "The Afrika Korps" (l24 figs pieces). - 1570. "The Indian Army", Hindus, (72 figs/
pieces). - 1571 "The Bersaglieri", Italian, (72 figs/pieces). - 1572. "The Japanese Army"
(64 figs/pieces). - 1573. "The American Army".(68 figs/pieces). - 1574. " American Airborne
Troops" (60 figs/pieces).
COMING SOON I 'Atlantic' range of HO scale Armoured Vehicles, and Diorama Sets of Armoured

i). - 1571 "The Bersaglieri", Italian, (72 figs/pieces). - 1572. "The Japanese Army'
' )ieces). - 1573. "The American Army".(68 figs/pieces). - 1574. " American Airboi

Vehicles with combat units, etc. for wargamers.

NCTE; * We apologise for tjrping errors, due to rush to meet the printerSs deadline for June I

ORDERS MUST STATE NUMRER & TITLE OF EACH PACK, & INCLUDE COST PLUS
PACKING & POSTAGE. ( Orders £10 or over no charge. Under £10 add 1C^ in the £.

Europe all orders add 15?^ in £. Overseas Sea Mail in £•
Overseas Air Mail add 40^ in £. As we are closed from June 7th to 21 st inclusive for
RB)-0RGAinSAT10N & Extension of Premises there may be some delay in processing orde:

MINIATURE WARFARE LTD. 18b The Pantiles,
Tunbrldge Wells, Kent, England, ct.wells stgzai

SUPERR HO SCALE WARD AMES FIGURES FROM ITALY/
Probably the finest detailed PLASTIC figures in HO scale you have yet seen - Clean sharp
moiilding for easier painting - Wide variety of action postures & equipment in every pack -
Historical data, diagrams and colour guides - Equipment items 'clip' together for easy
assembly - Average cost of l^d perfigure, or less, represents real value for money •

COMPLETE RANGE NOT YET AVAILABLE U.K. BUT WILL BE VERY SOON. MEANWHILE WE OFFER TSS
FOLLOWDIG TITLES FROM STOCK, DIRECT SALE OR MAIL ORDER. THEY COME IN 'FIGURE TAC^^ 95p
EACH. OR 'DIORAI-IA SETS' AT £3-25p L, . ,

BRACKETS AFTER TITLE BELOW.

EGYPTIAN FIGURE PACKS 95p; N°.150i. "Pharoahs Court" (60 asstd figs) - 1502. 'fThe Egyptian
Arn^" (62 infantry) - 1503. "The Eggcptlaxi Cavalry" (ST ""

pieces incl. Charoits). D10EAI«!A SETS at £3-25p. Ir.1504. "The Sphinx" (91 fig!
1505. "Boats On The Nile" (67 figs/pieces incl. 2 boats) 1506. "The Pharoahs Ship'
pieces)

COMING SOON I N°1507. "The Pharnahfl Palace" - a complete model with 292 nieces/figs, annrox £10.

WACH. QUANTITY OF FIGURES/ PIECES IN EACH IS INDICATED IN

pieces;

(88 figs/



BWUMI
(Incorporating Chas. C. Stadden Miniatures Reg.)

MORE NEW 90mm FIGURES

Heroes of the First Empire
BY JEFF WILLIS

CAST IN WHITE METAL THESE FIGURES ARE
AVAILABLE IN EASY-TO-ASSEMBLE KIT FORM

PRINCE JOSEPH ANTOiNE PQNIATOWSK!
IN LANCER UNIFORM

1813

PRICE £4.95 EACH

PLEASE ADD 10% POSTAGE U K

20% OVERSEAS

ALSO AVAILABLE PAINTED

AT £12 95 EACH

PLUS POSTAGE

PRINCE LOUIS BONAPARTE

(LATER KING OF HOLLAND)
COLONEL GENERAL OF CARABINIERS

1804 1806

MARSHAL BESSIERES MARSHALL LANNES
COLONEL-GENERAL OF THE CAVALRY OF THE GARDE UNIFORM OF THE CHASSEURS .i CHEVAL OF THE GARDE

AIDE DE CAMP

TO MARSHAL PONIATOWSKI

1813

PAINTING

INSTRUCTIONS

INCLUDED

WITH EVERY

FIGURE

MARSHAL JOURDAN

COMMANDANT EN CHEF

1804 1807

GENERAL DESVAUX de SAINT-MAURICE

COLONEL C0^/1MANDANT
HORSE ARTILLERY OF THE GARDE

1813

MARSHALL OUDINOT

IN CAMPAIGN DRESS

1804-1815

5A & 5B SHEPHERD STREET * M AYFAIR • LONDON W1 ■ Tel: 01 -493 7452

DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


